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The concept of train the training

1. Introduction
This concept of train the trainers is prepared within Work package 5 of EUfunded project: MASTER BSR (Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership Programme).
Due to the nature of adult learning the content is designed for the use of
participatory methods (involved, active). This method uses various techniques of
active learning e.g. group work, simulation or discussion.

2. The aim of train the trainers
The main purpose of ‘train the trainer’ is to transfer knowledge, develop skills
and competences, build up engaged attitudes among lecturers and teachers who
train the craftsmen and skilled workers to master craftsmen through:
a) conducting and coordinating the whole training;
b) teaching in the modules 5.3 and 5.4.

3. The target groups
The target group of “train the trainer” are teachers, lecturers and instructors that
train craftsmen and skilled workers for master craftsman. In the “train the trainer”
seminar they should obtain additional competences.

4. Preparation,
implementation
courses/trainings

and

follow-up

the

Social and economic conditions created by the information society, require that
many organizations and their employees need to improve of skills and professional
competence on regular basis. Therefore, the study of training needs is becoming one
of the key factors shaping the development of training policy of modern organizations.
Identification of training needs and evaluation of the training effectiveness serves
primarily as an examination of the level of mastery of the competencies among
trainees, their expectations, knowledge, behaviours but also objectives and needs of
the organization. In the process of verification of training needs there should be made
measurements using different tools and research methods at the same time, to
obtain the most accurate diagnosis of the situation.
The number of participants depends on the specifics of the training (eg. if the
training includes practical modules or not), the aims to be achieved, forms its
maintenance and comfort for both participants and lecturers. The standard training
group consists of no less than 15 people, and no more than 25 people. The optimal
number of trainees involving training employing active methods is approximately 20
people.
Development of the content of dedicated training (closed) should be carried out in
collaboration with the target customer, although the open training programme is
usually based on the economic, social, educational and institutional environment
analysis and is developed by the appropriate experts.
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The critical factors in the preparation and implementation high quality trainings
could be: the choice of a competent trainer, the quality of training materials. A trainer
should use variety of learning techniques (e.g. team work, discussion, role play, case
analysis) and presentation of content (e.g. lecture, videos, best practice examples).
Evaluation of the training from the trainer’ and trainee’, perspective can be used to
improve both the content and organization of the training.

5. The modules
Train the trainer modules cover content-related issues of master craftsman training
as well as pedagogic ones. These modules are and introduced as a part of a training
session. In this way, different developments can be carried out with varying themes,
depending on regional conditions and needs of the participants.
5.1.

Specialized theory for the corresponding profession

5.2.

Practical training in the corresponding profession

These modules’ priorities should be presented and discussed on the example of a
profession.
5.3.
Business management and administration uniformly for all the
professions
For developing required competences, it is necessary not only to transfer
knowledge, but also to develop analytical skills and positive attitudes among
participants.
To meet these requirements:
• some parts require active participant involvement (presentation, flipchart
presentation, discussion, giving feedback to fellow participants),
• participants need to work individually, participants need to work in groups,
• participants should learn on the basis of diversified material: case study of a
real handcraft enterprise, best practices from business practice, secondary
data collection and analysis based on critical thinking,
• participants work in class training environment and work beyond the class
environment,
• participants receive feedback in the training environment, participants
receive feedback on face to face basis.
For the training a number of following contents are proposed, with employment of
particular training tools and methods:
Business analysis
Internal and external resource availability - analysis
- Presentation of the differences between internal vs external resources,
resource characteristics – delivered by the trainer
4
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- Choosing individual handcraft enterprise – where a participant works/which is
run by the participant and analysing; evaluating their resources – individual
work by the participant in the class, feedback from neighboring participant
- brief presentation of the SWOT idea, – delivered by the trainer
SWOT analysis
- cases examples of SWOT analyses - reading and evaluating in the class
discussion –
participants and trainer
- SWOT analysis on individual handcraft enterprise - individual written
assignment - AFTER THE CLASS WORK
- General feedback on individual SWOT analyses to the class - by the trainer
Business environment analysis
- BEFORE THE CLASS WORK BY THE PARTICIPANTS; TEAMWORK collecting and preparing the list of sources of the secondary data that
participants can share and use in business environment analysis
- BEFORE THE CLASS WORK BY THE PARTICIPANTS - TEAMWORK Preparing samples of secondary data relevant for the current operation of the
handcraft enterprise in a particular industry, branch
- Sharing the sources for secondary data in the class by participants – flipchart
papers on the room walls
- PRESENTATION of the PESTEL analysis concept by the trainer
- HOW DOES PESTEL analysis feeds into Opportunities and Threats for a
handcraft enterprise - delivered by the trainer
Industry analysis
- PRESENTATION of the industry, industry boundaries, by the trainer
- Work on one case (real life - individual handcraft enterprise - or prepared
before the class by the trainer) case study in TEAMS- participants prepare
industry boundaries for respective case – TEAMwork in the class
- Presentations of the teamwork in the class – by the participants
- Individual face2face feedback sessions between trainer and team on
INDUSTRY analysis
Porter’s 5 forces analysis
- PRESENTATION of Porter five forces analysis by the trainer
- PRESENTATION of Porter five forces analysis - CASE EXAMPLES
delivered by the trainer
Business model analysis
- SHORT 2-3 page reading on BUSINESS MODEL concept, before the class,
by the participants
- PRESENTATION of 3-4 different, real life (DOMESTIC, even regional),
existing handcraft enterprise business models by the trainer
- DISCUSSION run by the trainer with the participants– on whether the
particular models need to scale (grow), arguments for and against, flipchart
employed
5
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5.4.
Vocational education and personnel management uniformly for all
the professions
The effectiveness of all education systems depends critically on the quality of
teaching and learning in the classrooms, workshops, laboratories and other spaces
where education takes place. While outstanding trainers (including trainers, tutors,
and coaches), engaged students, well-designed courses, facilities which are fit for
purpose, and a good level of resources are necessary, if any kind of educational
provision is to be excellent, they alone are not sufficient. The real answer to
improving outcomes from vocational education lie in the ‘classroom’, in
understanding the many decisions ‘trainers’ take as they interact with participants.
Specifically, we need to understand more precisely how to engage particular kinds of
learners in the best way so that they wanted to undertake the particular kind of
learning to achieve whatever vocational outcomes are desired. This is the essence of
what can be understood as “vocational pedagogy”. The evidence suggests that
thoughtful consideration of pedagogy is largely missing in vocational education. In
our concept of train the trainer we want to analyze three most important topics.
First, the essence of vocational education is presented. In general, a trainer’s
teaching is only as good as their ability to harness the kinds of learning that reliably
lead to development of the desired outcomes. Without this process of thinking
through the relationship between desired outcomes and instructional design, neither
teaching nor learning are likely to be good enough. An approach is offered here,
where decision-making invites consideration of several key areas to facilitate best
possible decisions about pedagogy i.e. role of the trainer, nature of activities, means
of knowing, attitude to knowledge, organization of time, organization of space,
approach to tasks, visibility of processes, proximity to trainer and role of the learner.
Second, in a vocational pedagogy we need to examine the desired outcomes, which
a vocational education seeks to create. Six outcomes are important in the whole
vocational education: a development of working competence, a routine expertise, a
resourcefulness, functional literacies, craftsmanship and wider skills for personal and
professional growth.
Third, it must be argued that the vocational trainers need a clear understanding
of the variety of learning methods that lead to different learning outcomes. The
evidence is clear that vocational education needs to be taught in the context of
practical problem-solving, and that high-quality vocational education almost always
involves a blend of methods. The best vocational education learning is broadly
hands-on, practical, experiential, real-world as well as, and often at the same time as,
something which involves feedback, questioning, application and reflection and,
when required, theoretical models and explanations. In our train the trainer we want
to show the advantages of use effective learning and teaching methods in vocational
education such as learning by watching, learning by imitating, learning by practicing,
learning through feedback, learning through conversation, learning by real-world
problem-solving, learning by critical thinking, learning by being coached, through
simulation and role play.
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6. The programme of the train the trainers
Base on the listed in 5th part of master training and taking into account the
knowledge necessary for proper training preparation, the programme of ‘train the
trainer’ is proposed as follows:
6.1 Module 1. Preparation, implementation and follow-up the training
6.1.1.
Methods of demand diagnoses
6.1.2.
The changing profile of learners/participants
6.1.3.
Recruitment of trainings’ participants
6.2. Content and trainers – cooperation between universities, craft’s forums,
training centers etc.
6.2.1.
Materials (for teachers and learners/participants)
6.2.2.
Educational notes on the organization of a master training
6.3. Module 2. Specialized theory for the corresponding profession
Presentation of the priorities and content of Part I of a master training on the
example of the profession "electrician".
6.4. Module 3. Practical training in the corresponding profession
Presentation of the priorities and content of Part II of a master training on the
example of the profession "electrician".
6.5. Module 4. Business & management
6.5.1.
Labor market situation: possible career paths for
craftsmen – self-employment or being employee
6.5.2.
Elements of labor law
6.5.3.
Business environment
6.5.4.
Small handicrafts businesses: planning and managing
6.6. Module 5. Vocational pedagogy
6.6.1.
The essence of vocational education
6.6.2.
Outcomes of vocational education
6.6.3.
Effective learning and teaching methods in vocational
education

7. Modification of the train the training programme
After the evaluation the train the trainer conducted on 14-15 of November 2016,
few modifications are proposed. They concerning both the content and duration of
the specific modules.
Anyone who would like to conduct the similar training in the future, can base on
experiences and training materials from the training conducted in Gdańsk. Program
and materials were supplemented and developed according to the evaluation results.
Additionally, we added the useful literature or links, which could inspire trainers.
The “Train the trainer” trainers should have the appropriate knowledge and
experience. Recommendations/ suggestions are listed below.
Trainer of the Module 1. Preparation, implementation and follow-up the training
should have:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

knowledge and experience in research training needs;
experience in preparing and conducting workshops;
knowledge of the characteristics and educational needs of Z generation;
additionally: knowledge in the field of cognitive psychology
experience in the planning, organization and realization of trainings.
university teachers are suitable as well.

Trainer of the Module 4. Business & management should meet the following
criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a minimum of two years’ experience in training in the area of business and
management
confirmed qualification in teaching skills
experience in running courses for adults
experiences in running workshops for practicioners
the ability to develop training materials and multimedia presentations
availability for training
the use of public rights and have full legal capacity

Trainer for Module 5. Vocational pedagogy should:
•
•
•

have the necessary training and assessment competencies
have the relevant vocational competencies at least to the level being
delivered
can demonstrate current industry /
sector
skills directly relevant to the
training/assessment being undertaken

Proposal of the new Train the trainer programme
Duration:
Introduction – 20 minutes
Module 1 – 200 minutes
Module 2 – 270 (max. 300) minutes
Module 3 -165 minutes
Module 4 – 330 minutes
Module 5 – 240 minutes
All 1225 (max. 1255) minutes – 20,5 h (max. 21 h) – 3 days
Introduction
Presentation of the concept of a uniform Master craftsman training in the BSR
and discussion/clarification – 20 minutes (presentation in the additional
appendix)
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Module 1. Preparation, implementation and follow-up the training
Part 1
Theory (presentation in the additional appendix)
Methods of demand diagnosis: 45 minutes
Recruitment of training participants: 30 minutes
The changing specificity of pupils (Z – generation): 30 minutes
Practice – 95 minutes (exercises in the additional appendixes)
1B: 20 min, aim: enriching the knowledge of training participants needs with the
elements of cognition psychology - representational systems (NLP), method: (1)
working in groups of three (after the short theoretical introduction), completing the
table, sharing own experiences and ideas, (2) groups presentations, (3) teacher
delivers conclusions connected with multisensory teaching
Slide 13: 15 min, aim: various kinds of courses / trainings recognition and their
evaluation, method: (1) working in pairs, completing the table with examples and
advantages and disadvantages, (2) discussion: confronting collected issues with
training participants needs (age, subject, advancement level differentiation)
1C: 30 min, aim: to train preparation of training offer / advertisement, method: (1)
teamwork (5-7 persons in each team), real trainings offer assessment according to
criteria described on chart 1C, discussing the level of their attractiveness for different
training participants, (2) preparing the chosen course / training offer, (3) the other
teams evaluate prepared offer from clients’ perspective
1A: 30 min, aim: Z generation training needs recognition, method: (1) working in
pairs, discussing how the Z generation features influence the specific training needs
(content, training methods), sharing own experiences and ideas, (2) group discussion,
catalogue of best practices, conclusions
Discussion/ summary
The teacher should be open and stimulate the group to share the examples and ask
the questions referring to the topic. All of them needs to be discussed and the
summary should be given after each part of the training.
References
1. Palmer R. (2005), The identification of training needs, in: J.P. Wilson (ed.), Human
Resource Development. Learning & Training for Individuals and Organizations,
Kogan Page, London
2. Kozlowski S.W.J., Salas E. (2010), Learning, Training and Development in
Organizations, Taylor and Francis Group, New York,
3. Seemiller C., Grace M. (2016), Generation Z Goes to Collage, Willey, USA
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4. Marketing Must-Do Do's For Halping a New Education Program Take Off
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/marketing-must-dos-for-helping-a-neweducational-program-take-off#sm.000008duouq8ff4krj226736xvnq1
Theory part 2 (120 minutes)
Content and trainers – cooperation between universities, craft’s forums, training
centres etc.
Materials (for teachers and learners/participants)
Educational notes on the organization of a master training
Practice (150-180 minutes)
The exercises serve as a template for articulating the training context and include
aspects such as: the necessary aspects to think over before planning the training,
setting the profile of the participants, designing the training and planning the training.
The participants may simply answer these questions/tasks one by one and they may
prepare the training on this basis. The exercises help in organizing the training and
setting the right programme, answering the needs of target group. The exercises are
easy to follow and understand and should not display any problems to its users.
Discussion/ summary (15-20 minutes)
References
2005, On-line Course Design Tutorial developed by Dr. Barbara J. Tewksbury and Dr.
R. Heather Macdonald as part of the program On the Cutting Edge
http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/ .
http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/coursedesign/tutorial/goals.html
Training
Material
Development
Guide,
https://www.msb.se/RibData/Filer/pdf/26433.pdf
List of training methods:
http://www.hr.com/en/communities/training_and_development/list-of-trainingmethods_eacwezdm.html
Module 2 and Module 3. Specialized theory and practical training for the
corresponding profession
Theory (60 minutes)
Presentation of the priorities and content of Part I and II of a master training on the
example of the profession "electrician" –
Practice (60 minutes)
participants receive cards with information about the contents and priorities of the
parts I and II. From these ready-made cards the participants build a country specific
curriculum and pin on wall considering:
a) teaching hours
b) teachers available for these topics or extern required
Discussion/ summary (45 minutes)
Presentation of group work, discussion and clarification of questions
10
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Module 4. Business & management
Theory (120 minutes; presentation in the additional appendix)
Labor market situation: possible career paths for craftsmen – self-employment or
being employee
Elements of labor law
Business environment
Small handicrafts businesses: planning and managing
Practice (210 minutes, including discussions on the exercises’ results) exercises in the additional appendix
Types of personality: how to find the most suitable career path
Business planning: the SMART aims, the tree of aims and elements of strategic
analysis
Management: how to motivate the employees.
Discussion/ summary: 30 minutes
Comments: To achieve expected results the course should be mixed of theoretical
presentation and workshop. The practical exercises should be realized in small
groups and after all presented on the forum and discussed. The group cannot be too
big, maximum 25 persons. That determines the groups work efficiency and possibility
of giving each of the group professional/useful feedback.
Exercises practiced during the course could become the inspiration for the
participating trainers to develop their own propositions of cases/exercises they will
use in their future work with students.
References
1. Dubrin A.
J.,
Essencials of
management,
Cengage Learning
2010,
http://www.kvimis.co.in/sites/kvimis.co.in/files/ebook_attachments/Andrew%20J%
20DuBrin%20Essentials%20of%20Management.pdf
2. Cadden D.,
Lueder
S.,
Modern
management
of
small
businesses,
2012,
http://2012books.lardbucket.org/pdfs/modernmanagement-of-small-businesses.pdf
3. Cases and references https://www.bsigroup.com/Documents/standards/smes/bsismall-business-guide- to-standardsen-gb.pdf
http://www.wiley.com/legacy/Australia/PageProofs/BUS_MAN/1_2/c01Introducin
gBusines_ uncorrected_WEB.pdf
Module 5. Vocational pedagogy
Theory (120 minutes; presentation in the additional appendix)
A broad deﬁnition of vocational pedagogy; Levels of understanding of vocational and
practical teaching; The essence of vocational education;
Designing a vocational pedagogy : the role of knowledge, outcomes, blending of
contexts, blending of teaching skills.
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Effective learning and teaching methods in vocational education.
Practice (120 minutes) - exercises in the additional appendixes
Six outcomes of vocational pedagogy taking as the example "the plumber ﬁxing a
boiler".
Matching the learning methods to each of six outcomes of vocational pedagogy
Example of class" Presentation of goods in the sales room and shop window:
planned tasks, the conditions in class, teaching materials, teaching methods.
Comments: Small groups are needed. The templates should be printed for each
participant.

Discussion/ summary (20 minutes)
The trainer should encourage each group to do examples. All results to be discussed
and summarized after each part of the training.
References
1. F. Rauner (Editor), R. Maclean (Editor), 2009, Handbook of Technical and
Vocational Education and Training Research, Springer Publishing
2. R.Curtis, J. Crunkilton, 1998, Curriculum Development in Vocational and Technical
Education: Planning, Content, and Implementation (5th Edition), Allyn and Bacon
Publishing
3.M. Gregson, Y. Hillier, 2015, Reflective Teaching in Further, Adult and Vocational
Education, Bloomsbury Academic.
4. B. Lucas, E. Spencer, G. Claxton, 2012, How to teach vocational education: a
theory of vocational pedagogy.
http://www.winchester.ac.uk/aboutus/lifelonglearning/CentreforRealWorldLearning/D
ocuments/How-to-teach-vocationaleducation%20Bill%20Lucas%20Ellen%20Spencer%20and%20Guy%20Claxton.pdf

8. Evaluation of the train the trainers
The concept of evaluation is prepared in other report.
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Train the Trainer Seminar “Master BSR”
Concept of the a uniform
Master craftsman training in the
BSR
Dr. Jürgen Hogeforster
Hanse-Parlament

14.11.2016 in Gdansk

Main objectives

9:10

Development, Test and Implementation of the concept &
curriculum for a common vocational training to Master in BSR
Today and tomorrow for the testing and future implementation
of the curriculum a very important measure:
Train the Trainer Seminar
To give you an overview of the master training,
a brief presentation of the concept
On the basis of the concept, curriculum is developed by Partner
Handwerkskammer Dresden until 31.01.2017
Then applying the curriculum and the Train the Trainer Seminar
tests of the master training from 01.03.2017 in
Denmark, Poland, Lithuania and Latvia

What have we done so far?
1. Analyses of labour and
education markets in BSR
2.Conduction of 5 studies
on the existing master
training in Denmark,
Germany, Poland,
Lithuania and Latvia
3. Together at two
workshops elaboration of
a) Additional conditions and

requirements
b) Additional qualification
needs
c) Development of a course
structure for a concept

Development
and completion
concept for a
unified master
training by
Partner 1
HanseParlament

Today and
tomorrow final
consultation of
the concept and
the draft of the
curriculum

Curriculum is
developed by
Partner
Handwerkskammer
Dresden until
31.01.2017

Preconditions
Preconditions for the master training and passing
of the master craftsman examination
• Successful completion of at least three-year vocational training
in the corresponding and related occupation. In case of shorter
duration of studies proof of professional activity so that at least
three years in total could be proven.
• Or: At least five-year professional activity in the corresponding
and a related occupation.
• Or: Bachelor studies in the specialty with relevance for the
corresponding occupation of the master training.

Structure of the master training
A: Practical training and specialized theory with occupationspecific training contents
Part A1: Practical training including a masterpiece
Part A2: Specialized theory
B: Business administration and pedagogy with unified training
contents for all the occupations
Part B1: Business administration, law and management
Part B2: Profession and working-educational knowledge
Every part of the master training is examined separately and it is
completed with an independent, recognized further training graduation.
If all four exams are successfully passed within the period of max. ten
years the grade of the master in the corresponding occupation is
assigned.

QF and ECVET
Grouping in Level 5 “Higher vocational education” or Level 6
“Bachelor and other comparable education and competences”
of the qualification framework.
Evaluation of acquired competences and skills with Credit Points
for all four parts of the master craftsman training maximum
155 CPs can be acquired.
Of 155 CPs maximum 85 CPs can be acquired within the
framework of professional activity.
Acquired CPs can be transferred on a transnational level.
The completion of further training according to every part of the
master craftsman examination as well as master certification is
recognized in the whole Baltic Sea Region.

Part A1 of the master training
Occupation-related practical training
including the manufacture of a masterpiece
The competences and skills can be acquired alternatively during
• 200 – 300 (on the average 250) class hours
• or at least one-year professional activity.
• During studies and professional activity maximum 35
CPs can be acquired.
• The successful passing of the examination of Part A1
leads to the recognized further training certification
“Recognized Technician”.

Part A2 of the master training
Occupation-specific theory
The competences and capabilities can be acquired alternatively
• depending on the corresponding occupation during 400 – 600
(on the average 500) class hours
• or during 100 class hours and at least two-year professional
activity.
• During studies or professional activity maximum 65 CPs can be
acquired.
• The successful passing of the examination of Part A2 leads to
the recognized further training certification
“Technical Specialist”.

Profession chosen
Part A1 practical training
and
Part A2 theory
occupation-specific content
For the project, Part A1 and Part A2
selected in the profession electrician

Part B1 Business administration and Part B2 Pedagogy
uniform content for all professions!

Part B1 of the master training
Business administration, law and management
• To acquire required competences and skills at
least 300 class hours have to be completed.
• Maximum 40 CPs can be acquired.
• Successful passing of the examination of
Part B1leads to the recognized further
training certification “Business
Administrator”.

Part B2 of the master training
Profession and working-educational knowledge
•
•
•

To acquire required competences and skills one should
complete 100 – 120 class hours.
Maximum 15 CPs can be acquired.
Successful passing of the examination of Part
B2 leads to the recognized further training
certification “Instructor”.

Optional parts of the master training
Optional occupation-specific or transdisciplinary
contents can be taught and corresponding the qualification
offers can be completed, for example:
•
•
•

Training to become a welder
Circular economy
History of the trade etc.

No realization within the framework of the project!

Implementation
The training can be alternatively conducted:
• full-time with the total duration of about 8 – 10 months.
• extra-occupational in the evenings and at weekends with
the total duration of 20 to 24 months.

Recognition
Competences, knowledge and skills which have already been
acquired within other qualifications and correspond to
master training are recognized for the master training and can lead
to the exemption from separate parts of examination, for example:
• Training Business Administrator with recognition in Part B1
of the master training and exemption from this part in
examination.
• • Passing pedagogic qualifying examination with recognition
in Part B2 of master training and exemption from this part in
• examination.
• • Full credit of contextual corresponding university degree
courses to Parts A2, B1 or B2 of the master training.

Process-like implementation
The previously specified amount of class hours and possible credit points describe target
values which have to be achieved in the Baltic Sea Region states in the medium run.

Curricula, teaching materials etc. developed within the framework
of the project are oriented at this target concept.
Due to the fact that currently in the separate Baltic Sea Region states the amount and
qualification levels of the master training are expressed differently, the testing of this
master training within the framework of the project as well as a smaller number of
class hours by introduction of master training can be implemented.
In these cases the scope of exercising in the separate four parts of master training
workout must be established clearly above conducted to date training.

During the further process in four to six years at the
latest the target values of the concept should
be implemented in all the countries.

For example
Part of
Master
training

A1
practical
training
A2
Theory
B1
Business
administration
B2 Educational
knowledge

target
Current Hours
value
hours of
concept in Land testing
X
Country
X

Hours
after 4
years
in
country
X

250

70

120

250

500

170

250

500

300

120

180

300

110

70

90

110

Bachelor study
Aim: To develop and to implement the unified master
training as high-quality vocational further training !
Additionally to develop a comprehensive concept for the
master training in the form of a Bachelor course which
cannot be implemented within the project but should be
intensively consulted with high schools, universities
and universities of applied sciences.

Discussion
Concept for Master training

Questions of understanding?
Opinions?
Reviews?
Alternative suggestions?
Consent to the concept?
9:30

Hanse-Parlament

Thank you!

Part A1 and A2

Presentation of the priorities and content
of Part A1 and Part A2 of a master training
on the example of the profession "electrician“
Waldemar Meier
Handwerkskammer Dresden

Discussion
Content Part A1 and Part A

Questions of understanding?
Opinions?
Reviews?
Alternative suggestions?

10:30

Working Groups
Formation of 6 working groups
Germany
Poland
Lithuania
Latvia
Norway, Denmark, Finland
Russian

Tasks

a) Red cards with questions: advise, answer & tackle
b) Green cards contents Part A1 & A2: give advice on
the importance
Very important - less important - not required
and attach them accordingly

Time: 1 hour
After coffee break brief presentation of each group

Coffee break

11:30

11:45

Presentations Working Groups

Short Presentations
Discussion

12:30

Presentations WorkingGroups

Lunch

13:30

Hanse-Parlament
Train the Trainer Seminar “Master BSR”
Key points and requirements
of examination

1. Concept for the Examination Regulations “Master training”
Dr. Max Hogeforster, Hanse-Parlament
2. Quality requirements for examination in vocational education
and training
Prof. Dr. Uwe Schaumann, Berufsakademie Hamburg
14.11.2016 in Gdansk

Concept examinations regulations
Goals of the project concern the development
and implementation of
1. a unified master training and
2. unified examinations regulations in the Baltic Sea Region.
In separate Baltic Sea Region states there are already official
examination regulations which cannot be changed within the
framework of the project.
Therefore the following solutions are pursued.
a) For the four parts of the master training unified examination
regulations are developed. They include previously described
groups in qualification framework, assessment according to the
European Credit system for Vocational Education and Training
and separate completion of all four parts of the master training.

Concept examinations regulations
• In countries with existing mandatory examination regulations
the examination is conducted according to the national law
which accordingly leads to a “National master”. If possible in
these countries additional evaluation must be performed on
the basis of developed unified examinations regulations.
• In countries without existing examination regulations
examinations are conducted on the basis of developed unified
examination regulations.
• Examinations on the basis of developed unified examination
regulations lead to the “Master Baltic Sea Region”.
• In the medium run (in about four to six years) the unified
examination regulations, if possible, have to be implemented in all
the countries.

Vote for further action
1. Analysis of existing examination regulations and the legal basis
in the participating countries till 31.01.2017 by
• PP2 HWK Dresden for Germany
• PP3 IBC for Denmark
• PP4 NFC for Norway
• PP5 KHW for Poland
• PP7 VSRC for Lithuania ready
• PP8 HWK Riga for Latvia
2. Uniform examination regulations by PP1 Hanse-Parlament
• First draft ready and consultation 14./15.11.2016
• Second draft by PP1 HP until 30.04.2017
• Consultations on 4. Workshop
• Finalisation 30.06.2017

Vote for further action
3. Test by partners during Master trainings
4. Negotiations with public authorities till 30.11.2017 by PP1 HP
with participation PP2 HWK Dresden, PP5 KHW, PP7 VSRC,
PP8 HWK Riga
5. Transfer and recognition till 30.06.2018 by PP1 HP

Questions of understanding?
Opinions?
Reviews?
Alternative suggestions?
Consent to the concept and further actions?

Hanse-Parlament

Thank you!

Quality requirements for examination in
vocational education and training

Qualitätsanforderungen an Prüfungen
in der beruflichen Bildung

Berufsakademie Hamburg
Prof. Dr. Uwe Schaumann

Qualitätsanforderungen an Prüfungen in
der beruflichen Bildung
Prüfungen müssen:
objektiv sein
 gleiche Rahmenbedingungen für die Prüflinge während der Prüfung;
gleiche Bewertungsstandards liegen vor, verschiedene Prüfer
interpretieren vergleichbare Ergebnisse auch gleich

verständlich und eindeutig sein
 nachvollziehbare und gängige (Fach-)Sprache in Prüfungsaufgaben
verwenden und damit Vermeidung von unscharfen oder
missverständlichen Begriffen

einseitige Schwerpunktbildung vermeiden
 auf die Überprüfung eines relevanten inhaltlichen Spektrums achten
und keine „Überbetonung“ von z. B. Lieblingsthemen der Prüfer
14.11.2016
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Qualitätsanforderungen an Prüfungen in
der beruflichen Bildung
Prüfungen müssen:
die übergreifende berufliche Handlungskompetenz überprüfen
 Prüfung soll sich an den Fähigkeiten, Fertigkeiten und Kenntnissen
orientieren, die für das Beherrschen der (Berufs-)Praxis relevant sind

tatsächlich das prüfen, was sie inhaltlich prüfen sollen,
 theoretische Anforderungen = theoretisch prüfen
 praktische Anforderungen = praktisch prüfen

zuverlässige Ergebnisse liefern
 Prüfungsergebnisse sollen möglichst ohne Messfehler zustande
kommen; z. B. Problem der Tendenz zur Mitte, Halo-Effekt,
Strengefehler, Mildefehler
14.11.2016
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Qualitätsanforderungen an Prüfungen in
der beruflichen Bildung
Prüfungen müssen:
transparent sein
 Die Prüflinge müssen wissen, welche Anforderungen sie in der
Prüfung zu erfüllen haben

wirtschaftlich durchzuführen sein
 Prüfungen müssen unter Beachtung von Kosten/Nutzen
Überlegungen effizient durchgeführt werden können
(Output/Input-Relation interessant)

Ggf. weitere Anforderungen

14.11.2016
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Qualitätsanforderungen an Prüfungen

Klassische
Anforderungen

Objektivität

Zuverlässigkeit
(Reliabilität)

Gültigkeit
(Validität)

Transparenz

Neuere und
präzisierte
Anforderungen

Überprüfun
g beruflicher
Handlungskompetenz

Verständlichkeit/
Eindeutigkeit
Einseitigkeit
vermeiden
Wirtschaftlichkeit
(Effizienz)

14.11.2016
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Train the Trainers
Gdansk, 14.11.2016

Beata Krawczyk-Bryłka, PhD
Faculty of Management and Economics
Gdansk University of Technology

14.11.2016
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Programme
1. Methods of demand diagnoses
2. Recruitment of trainings' participants
3. The changing specificity of pupils (Z – generation)

Methods of demand
diagnoses

Training process
Assess
needs

Evaluate
performance

Implement
training

Establish
objectives

Design
training

Key questions
•
•
•
•
•
•

?

•

What tasks do the workers have to do (job description)?
Have their tasks changed recently?
What skills do they already possess?
Where do the workers need extra help and input to perform
their tasks?
What tasks are workers unable to perform because they do not
know what to do or do not have the necessary skills?
What is the ideal (standard) way that workers’ tasks should be
performed?
What do clients expect from the workers; are they able to
perform to clients’ expectations?

Demand diagnoses levels
Corporate

Group

Individual

Strategy

Gaps

Gaps

Procedures

Succesion

Performance

Clients

Projects

Development
plans

Low

Tools

Motivation

Competitors

Diagnosis methods
•
•
•

Strategy analysis
Reviewing existing documents
Clients’ needs analysis
–
–
–
–

•
•

misterious customer
questionnaires
focus groups
trends analysis

Competitors’ activities analysis
New technologies / methodologies requirements

Diagnosis methods
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questionnaires
Interview with supervisor
Team tasks analysis
Clients’ opinions
Observation
Critival points analysis
Experts’ panels

Diagnosis methods
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tests
Questionnaires
Focus interviews
Interview with supervisor
Interview with emploee
Reviewing existing documents
–
–
–

the results of periodic evaluations
Current trainings
Development plans

Choice of the methods
Number of respondents
Time
Money
Preferences
Avaliable data
Method + & -

Survey questionnaire

Recruitment of trainings'
participants

Trainig types
Open

adventages

disadventages

Closed

Learning cycle

Trainig advertisment
• Attention
–

Information channels

• Interest
–
–
–

Training needs
Credibility
Recommendations

• Desire
–
–

Training needs
Certification

• Action
–
–

Availability
Flexibility

The changing specificity of
pupils (Z – generation)

Characteristics
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Born in years: 1995 – 2012
Growing up during the reccesion
Gen Zers use five screens: a smartphone, TV, laptop, desktop,
and iPod/Ipad
79% of Generation Z consumers display symptoms of
emotional distress when kept away from their personal
electronic devices.
Prefer social networks like Snapchat, Secret, and Whisper
not necessarily very social with in-person groups
Gen Zers are do-gooders; they want to make a differnce in the
world.
Forty-two percent of Gen Zers follow their parents influence

Learning needs
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

they know how to self-educate and find information
the average Gen Z has the attention span of about eight
seconds. They have adapted to quickly sorting through and
assessing enormous amounts of information
highly capable of self-directed learning
prefer active learning or project-based tasks
want to communicate via email instead of attending office
hours
want movies instead of novels
creative ways of embracing technology inside and outside your
classroom
need to learn self-confidence and how to take an acceptable
amount of risk
expect to be able to find whatever information they want quickly
and will often give up in frustration if a solution isn’t easily found

Tips for teachers
•
•

•
•
•
•

Become a learning guide, they want high intensity in
relationships with those in authority,
Use technology, look for educational opportunities that use
visually enhanced methods of teaching, stays connected all the
time
Allow educational freedom, let them co-create learning
outcomes, personalize approaches, data, media and schedules
Teach students the benefits of taking risks
Speed of access matters, be flexible and ready
Approaches all aspects of life from a global and visual
perspective.

THANK YOU
Beata.Krawczyk-Brylka@zie.pg.gda.pl

Generation Z characteristic
they know how to self-educate and find
information
the average Gen Z has the attention span
of about eight seconds
highly capable of self-directed learning

prefer active learning or project-based
tasks
want to communicate via email instead of
attending office hours
want movies instead of novels

creative ways of embracing technology
inside and outside classroom
need to learn self-confidence and how to
take an acceptable amount of risk
expect to be able to find whatever
information they want quickly and will
often give up in frustration if a solution
isn’t easily found
Beata Krawczyk-Bryłka

Training needs

Training participants

Representational systems (NLP)

Training needs

Visual –
There is a lot more information in a picture than a
verbal description.
They use visual information for planning, remembering
and decision-making.
They can also find it difficult to concentrate with lots of
visual activity.
Need to see a picture of what you are saying.
They prefer to see your facial reactions rather than the
phone to understand what you are saying.
Want to see or be shown concepts, ideas or how
something is done.
May not remember what people have said and become
confused if you give them too many verbal
instructions. However, if you can draw a map or
picture for them, then they can see what you are
saying.

???

Auditory –
Typically talk to themselves, and are easily distracted
by noise,
Repeat things back to you easily and usually like music
and talking on the phone.
Memorize by steps, procedures, and sequences
(sequentially).
Be more aware of and notice subtle change in the tone
of your voice and be more responsive to and engaged
by certain tones of voice.
Enjoy discussions and prefer to communicate through
spoken language rather than the written word.
Need to be heard.

???

Kinaesthetic –
Respond to physical rewards, and touching.
They prefer to stand closer to people in order to feel
their energy
They are interested in your course if it feels right.
Speak slower than the general population because
they need time to get in touch with how they feel
about the topic.
Dress to be comfortable rather than to look good.
Make decisions based on their feelings

Beata Krawczyk-Bryłka

???

Predicates that reveal Representational
Systems
Visual Predicates

Auditory Predicates

Kinesthetic Predicates

Imagine
Focus
Look at

Talk through
Tune in
Listen to

Hold 011
Put finger on
Strikes me

Point out
Seeing it
Show it

Rings a bell
Explains it

Get a grip of
Close fisted

Deafto
Crashing davvn
Hearme out
A little voic e
Lowering the tone
Harmony

Tingli.ng
No stomach for it
Hanging 011
In touch with
Ahandful
Touchedme

Blind to
In a flash
An eyeful
Bright as day
Dark as night
Drawing a blank

Recruitment of trainings' participants
Training offer construction
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Course title
Purpose of training
Number of hours / days
Programme
Training outcomes
a. Knowledge
b. Skills
c. Attitudes
6. Requirements from participants
7. Training methods
8. Trainers’, teachers’ resume
9. Certification conditions
10.Dates, places, price
11.Training company / school recommendations,
12.Contact

Beata Krawczyk-Bryłka

TRAIN THE TRAINERS
Malgorzata Zieba, PhD Gdansk
University of Technology
mz@zie.pg.gda.pl

Content
1. Content and trainers – cooperation between universities,
craft’s forums, training centers etc.
2. Teaching methods and materials
3. Educational notes on the organization of a master
training

What are the nuts and bolts of your
training?
• Does your training serve as a prerequisite for a subsequent training
•
•
•
•

or does it prepare trainees for a standardized exam? If so, what?
Does your training have prerequisites? If so, what are they?
How big is your training, and what kinds of rooms are available for
you to teach in?
Does your training have a lab and/or on-line component? Does it
require some practical tasks to be completed?
What are your options for frequency and duration of class/lab
meeting times?

Who are your trainees, and what do they
need?
• What is the background and experience of your trainees?
• Will the training be useful for their future careers? Is so, in which

way? How are they going to use the knowledge gained during the
training?
• What is the demography of trainees in your training in terms of age,
race, gender, and ethnicity? Any problems that originate from that?
Any opportunities?
• What percentage of trainees have high-speed computer access? Is
e-learning module possible for all?

Setting goals
• Trainees will be able to... or I want trainees to be

able to....

• Set goals that are concrete, have measurable outcomes,

and provide clear direction for course design.

Defining the content of the training
to achieve goals
• The content to include
• The delivery methods to use
• The time allocated for each of the goals
• The tools for assessing participant learning
• What do your trainees need practice in order to achieve
the goals?
• What will be the order of content and concepts in each
broad content topic, and how will you give trainees goalrelated practice as they encounter content and concepts?

Defining the way of evaluation
• How to check the knowledge of participants? How to

evaluate the meeting of the course goals/measurements?
• Tests
• Oral exams
• Practical tasks
• Case study analysis
• Problem-solving in real-life context
• Other ways, suitable for this particular training.

Important role of evaluating the training by
participants!

Practical issues
• Training duration:
• Schedule/structure
• No. of training days
• Best day and time
• Length of each session
• Training location:
• Access
• Comfort
• Training facility
• Accommodation
• Food and drink
• Registration
• Advertising

Use of IT for training
• E-learning or blended learning as a new option for the

trainings.

• Some prerequisities to be checked before, e.g.:
• Ability to use computers and web-based tools
• Access to the computers and internet connection
• Motivation to do the training in such a way
• Time required to do it and the level of difficulty.

Use of IT for training
• Benefits:
• Cheaper than traditional trainings;
• Possibility to organize in a module-style;
• Easy access with no time/place restictions;

Potential obstacles:
• Not suitable for all the groups;
• Require certain amount of participants to break-even.

Training methods and materials
• Lectures
• On-the-job training
• Group discussion
• Coaching/mentoring
• Role playing
• Case studies
• Planned Reading
• Other methods, e.g. films, field trips, games, silulators,

etc.

Lectures
• usually take place in a classroom-format;
• the ability to get a huge amount of information to a lot of
•
•
•
•

people in a short amount of time;
the least effective of all training methods;
lectures contain no form of interaction from the trainer to
the trainee and can be quite boring;
people only retain 20 percent of what they are taught in a
lecture.
Example: Truck drivers could receive lectures on issues
such as company policies and safety.

On-The-Job Training
• Jumping right into work from day one can sometimes be

the most effective type of training.

• Read the manual - a rather boring, but thorough way of gaining

knowledge of about a task.
• A combination of observation, explanation and practice.
• Trainers go through the job description to explain duties and answer
questions.

• On-the-job training gives employees motivation to start the

job.
• People learn more efficiently if they learn hands-on, rather
than listening to an instructor- could be very stressful.
• Example: New trucking employees could ride with
experienced drivers.

Coaching/mentoring
• Gives employees a chance to receive training one-on-one

from an experienced professional. Here are three
examples of coaching/mentoring:

• Set up a formal mentoring program between senior and junior

managers
• Implement less formal coaching/mentoring to encourage the more
experienced employees to coach the less experienced.

• Coaching/mentoring gives trainees the chance to ask

questions and receive thorough and honest answers something they might not receive in a classroom with a
group of people.
• Example: Truck drivers could gain valuable knowledge
from more experienced drivers using this method.

Group Discussions & Tutorials
• A group of people discuss issues.
• E.g. a group discussion on the new program would allow

employees to ask questions and provide ideas on how the
program would work best.
• A better form of training than lectures, it allows all trainees
to discuss issues concerning the new program.
• It also enables every attendee to voice different ideas and
bounce them off one another.
• Example: Truck drivers could have group discussions and

tutorials on safety issues they face on the road.

Role Playing
• Role playing allows employees to act out issues that

could occur in the workplace.
• A role play could take place between two people
simulating an issue that could arise in the workplace.
• Role playing can be effective in connecting theory and
practice, but may not be popular with people who don´t
feel comfortable performing in front of a group of people.
• Example: Role play a driver who gets pulled over by a

police officer and doesn´t agree with the speeding
charge.

Case Studies
• provide trainees with a chance to analyze and discuss
•
•
•
•

real workplace issues.
They develop analytical and problem-solving skills, and
provide practical illustrations of principle or theory.
Teamwork
All types of issues could be covered - i.e. how to handle a
new product launch.
Example: Truck drivers could use case studies to learn
what issues have been faced in the trucking industry in
the past and what they could do if a similar situation were
to occur.

Planned Reading
• Basically planned reading is pre-stage preparation to

more formal methods of training.
• Planned reading will provide employees with a better idea
of what the issues are, giving them a chance to think of
any questions beforehand.
• Example: Reading for truck drivers?

Resouces
• 2005, On-line Course Design Tutorial developed by Dr.

Barbara J. Tewksbury and Dr. R. Heather Macdonald as
part of the program On the Cutting Edge
(http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/).
• http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/coursedesign/tu
torial/goals.html
• Training Material Development Guide,
https://www.msb.se/RibData/Filer/pdf/26433.pdf
• List of training methods:
http://www.hr.com/en/communities/training_and_develop
ment/list-of-training-methods_eacwezdm.html

Thank you for your attention!
Any questions?

Articulating the training context
Before designing a training, you need to decide what and how you would like to teach your
participants. You also need to take into account the external factors like trainee characteristics or
available means. Please follow the tasks below to precise your course.

Part 1: What are the nuts and bolts of your training?
Answer the questions below.
1.

Does your training serve as a prerequisite for a subsequent training or does it prepare
trainees for a standardized exam? If so, what?

2.

Does your training have prerequisites? If so, what are they?

3.

How big is your training, and what kinds of rooms are available for you to teach in?

4.

Does your training have a lab and/or on-line component? Does it require some practical
tasks to be completed?

5.

What are your options for frequency and duration of class/lab meeting times?

Part 2: Who are your trainees, and what do they need?
Answer the questions below.
1.

What is the background and experience of your trainees?

2.

Will the training be useful for their future careers? Is so, in which way? How are they
going to use the knowledge gained during the training?

3.

What is the demography of trainees in your training in terms of age, race, gender, and
ethnicity? Any problems that originate from that? Any opportunities?

4.

What percentage of trainees have high-speed computer access? Is e-learning module
possible for all?

Designing the tr aining
Developing a training plan in the content of goals and content topics
Now it's time to develop a plan for your course.
Develop a draft of your training plan.
Please answer the following questions:
•

What do your trainees need practice in order to achieve the goals?

•

What will be the order of content and concepts in each broad content topic, and how will
you give trainees goal-related practice as they encounter content and concepts?

•

How does the practice that you plan to build into the training build independence over
time?

Draft of Training Plan:
Overarching goal(s):

What do trainees need
practice in order to
achieve the goal(s)?

Broad content topic #

:

Sequence of topics and
concepts within the broad
content topic:

What might students do to get
goal-related practice?

Based on: 2005, On-line Course Design Tutorial developed by Dr. Barbara J. Tewksbury and Dr. R.
Heather Macdonald as part of the program On the Cutting Edge (http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/).

Curriculum
Master training
Electrical engineering
Chamber of Crafts Dresden
Specialist lecturer Waldemar Meier
Gdansk, 14.11.2016

1

Content:
1

• Electrician crafts

2

• Cooperation with network operators

3

• Master training examination

4

• Part II: Profession specific theory

5

• Part I: Profession specific practice

6

• Preparatory course
2

1. Electrician crafts:
Before and after the amendment of the Crafts Code 1998

Electrical
engineering

Electrical
installation

Electrical
engineering

Telecommunications
installation
electronics

Office
Radio &
Electroinformation television
mechanics
electronics technology

Electrical
engineering crafts

Information
technology

3

1. Electrician crafts:
Electrical
engineering
crafts
Special zations

Energy and
building
technology

Communication
and security
technology

Systems
electronics

4

2. Cooperation with network operators
• According to the Article 13, Paragraph 2 and sentence 4
of the electrical system low-voltage connection
regulation the network operator shall keep an installer
list in which qualified installation companies are to be
registered for work on connection to the low-voltage
network
• The registration in the installer list is possible only with
a proof of a sufficient professional qualification of the
installation company

5

3. Master training examination

Master training in electrical engineers
craft

Part I

Part II

Part III

Part IV

Masterful
performing
of the usual
work

Required
theoretical
knowledge

Business
management
and legal
knowledge

Occupational
and workrelated
knowledge

6

4. Part II: Profession specific theory
• The examination subjects are:
• Electrical and safety engineering
• Order processing
• Business management and organisation
• Examination modalities:
• In writing
• Total duration 9h, but not more than 6h daily

7

4. Part II: Profession specific theory
• Electrical and safety engineering
• Electrical and electronic circuits
• Create computer-assisted circuit diagrams
• Size and select construction parts, pipes and
equipment
• Solutions with consideration of safety-relevant
precautionary measures

8

4. Part II: Profession specific theory
• Order processing
• Planning complex order processing processes
• Developing computer-assisted work plans and
drawings
• Analysis of licensing requirements
• Planning technical inspections as well as
documentation of test results

9

4. Part II: Profession specific theory
• Business management and organisation
•
•
•
•
•

Combine offer packages and calculate prices
Calculate hourly rates
Determine operational key figures
Plan business development
Instruct and train employees

10

5. Part I: Profession specific practice
• Examination fields:
• Master examination project and a related technical
discussion
• Examination modalities:
• Master examination project 4 working days
• Discussion up to 30 minutes
• A real-life technical problem-solving exercise in the
candidate's field 8 hours
11

5. Part I: Profession specific practice
• Master training examination project
• Cab test
• Field test
• Technical discussion on the basis of project work

12

5. Part I: Profession specific practice
• A real-life technical problem-solving exercise in the
candidate's field
• Examination of the knowledge and skills of the
non-selected subjects

13

6. Preparatory course
• Basis:
• Schedule of the Central Association of the
German Electrical and Electronic Information
technology trades for parts I and II
of the master training
• An example:
Field
Professional qualification
Order processing
Business management and
organisation
Total

Time guideline
1270 hours
45 hours
45 hours
1360 hours
14

6. Preparatory course
• Example: Chamber of Crafts Dresden
Field
Professional qualification
Order processing
Business management and
organisation
Subtotal

Lesson time
1232 hours
44 hours

Practical excercises
Total

40 hours
1360 hours

44 hours
1320 hours

15

Thank you for your attention!
Chamber of Crafts Dresden
Am Lagerplatz 8
01099 Dresden
Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:

+49-3522-302-353
+49-3522-4640-34753
waldemar.meier@hwk-dresden.de
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Karten für das Train the Trainer Seminar in Danzig am
14.11. Hinweise
•
•

Auf jeder Karte in möglichst großer Schrift Text einer der nachstehenden
schwarz geschriebenen Zeilen
Texte in Englisch

1. Karten in einer einheitlichen Farbe (z. B. rot)
Part A1: Practical training: Wie viel Stunden für das Training?.........
Part A1: Practical training: Unterricht obligatorisch oder freiwillig?...........
Part A1: Practical training: Meisterstück obligatorisch oder freiwillig?.........
Part A2: Specialized theory: Wie viel Stunden für das Training?.........
Part A2: Specialized theory: Unterricht obligatorisch oder freiwillig?...........
2. Karten in einer anderen einheitlichen Farbe (z. B. blau oder gelb)
Grundlegende Qualifikationen der
Elektrotechnik, Elektronik,
Digitaltechnik mit mathematischen
Anwendungen
Mess- und Regelungstechnik
Anwendung der berufsbezogenen,
sicherheitsrelevanten Gesetze,
Normen, Regeln und Vorschriften
Projektierung und Fachkalkulation
Energie- und Gebäudetechnik:
Steuerungstechnik
Energie- und Gebäudetechnik:
Elektrische Maschinen
Energie- und Gebäudetechnik:
Gebäude-, Beleuchtungs- und
Gerätetechnik
Kommunikations- und Sicherheitstechnik: Datenübertragungstechnik
Kommunikations- und Sicherheitstechnik: Telekommunikationstechnik

Kommunikations- und Sicherheitstechnik: Fernwirktechnik
Kommunikations- und Sicherheitstechnik: Gefahrenmeldetechnik
Kommunikations- und Sicherheitstechnik: Vidiotechnik
Kommunikations- und Sicherheitstechnik: Meldetechnik
Systemelektronik: Bussysteme
Systemelektronik: Leistungselektronik
Systemelektronik: Automatisierung
Systemelektronik: Medizintechnische
Geräte
Systemelektronik: Mikroelektronik
Systemelektronik: Pneumatik /
Hydraulik
Systemelektronik: Leiterplatten
Auftragsabwicklung
Betriebsführung und
Betriebsorganisation

Cards for group work in Train the Trainer Seminar in Danzig am 14.11.
1. Cards in a uniform colour (e. g. red)
The German Master training in electrical engineering takes place in 3 different
specializations: (1) energy and building technology (2) communication and safety
technology (3) systems electronics
Is this specialization right? ...
Should it be done in the same way in the project? ...
Part A1: Practical training: How many hours for the training? ...
Part A1: Practical training: Classes compulsory or optional? ...
Part A1: Practical training: Master examination project compulsory or optional? ...
Part A2: Specialized theory: How many hours for the training? ...
Part A2: Specialized theory: Classes compulsory or optional? ...

2. Cards in another uniform colour (e. g. blue or yellow)
Basic qualifications of the electrical
engineering, electronics, digital
engineering with mathematical
applications

Measurement and control technology
(basics, measuring instruments,
measurements, terms, control loops)

Application of professional, safetyrelevant laws, standards, rules and
regulations

Project development and calculation
(Planning, investment appraisal,
installation plans, costing, offers)
Control technology (circuit diagrams,
switching devices, CAD)

Electrical machines (machines,
transformers)

Building, lighting and equipment
technology

Data transmission technology
(cabling, network technology,
transmission systems)

Telecommunications (switching
technology, ISDN connection, mobile
communication)

Telecontrol technology (devices,
networks, receiving systems)

Hazard warning technology (safety
engineering, signalling / reception
systems)

Video technology (digital
transmission, video communication,
monitoring)

Signalling technology (call and
monitoring systems)

Bus systems (building bus systems,
system engineering)

Power electronics (semiconductors,
rectifier and inverter)

Automation (hardware and software,
SPSS)

Medical devices (devices, DIN
standards)

Microelectronics (processor, operating

Systems)

Pneumatics / Hydraulics (basics,
assemblies, control technology)

Printed circuit boards (PCB) (Material,
parameters, planning, placements)

Sequence-related measures of
customer-oriented order processing

Management and
Operational organization in an
electrical engineering company

Results of the deliberations and group work of part A1 & A2 of Master Training at 14.11.2016 in Gdansk
Germany

Poland

Lithuania

Denmark
& Norway

Yes
Start in Oroject with
„enery and Building
technology“
390 hours

no answer

Yes
Yes

no answer

120 hours

Directed by
learning goals

Questions
Three different specialization right?
Should it be done in the same way in
the project?

Part A1: Practical training: Classes compulsory
or optional?
Part A1: Practical training: Master examination
project compulsory or optional?
Part A2: Specialized theory: How many hours
for the training?

compulsoey

3 years professionel
experiense & 40 hours at
new company
optional

yes

compulsory

compulsory compulsory

800 hours

120 hours

Part A2: Specialized theory: Classes
compulsory or optional?

compulsory

100 hours seminars &
100 hours consultations
individual projects
compulsory

Part A1: Practical training: How many hours
for the training?

compulsory optional

compulsory optional

Content modules, which should
be omitted

Control technology (circuit diagrams, switching
devices, CAD)
Medical devices (devices, DIN standards)

X

Microelectronics (processor,
operating Systems)
Pneumatics/Hydraulics (basics,
assemblies, control technology)
Printed circuit boards (PCB)
(Material, parameters, planning,
placements)

X

X

X

X
X

1

Directed by
learning goals

X

X

Latvia

Basic qualifications of the electrical
engineering, electronics, digital
engineering with mathematical applications
Signaling technology (call and monitoring
systems)
Video technology (digital transmission,
svideo communication, monitoring)

Number of content modules to
be realized

X
X
X
7 modules prioroty
6 modules high
prioroty
6 modules very
high priority

16

2

10

12 modules
basic
22 modules
specific master

Train the trainers of
Master’s Craftsman Training - module „Business management”
Anita Richert-Kaźmierska

Gdańsk, 14th of November 2016

AGENDA
 Module „Business management” – educational dilemmas
Thematic scope of the course
 To be an employee or entrepreneur – two ways, different challenges
 How to start up the business?
 Business models
 Methods of business analysis: internal and external
 Financing the start-ups – external sources of finances
 Management

Pedagogy – few words about how to teach „Business management”
Discussion and conclusions
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MODULE „BUSINESS MANAGEMENT” –
EDUCATIONAL DILEMMAS
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FOR WHOM?
(audiences, target groups)

WHAT?
(contents
knowledge)

WHY?
(objectives,
goals)

HOW?
(methods,
pedagogies)

FOR WHICH RESULTS?
(evaluations,
assessments)

Source: (Fayolle, 2013)
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FOR WHOM MASTER CRAFTSMAN TRAINING?
 Personnel in SMEs – handicraft enterprises, unemployed persons,
 Students and graduates
 Future company successors, entrepreneurs and managers
 Persons interested in running their own businesses

WHY MASTER CRAFTSMAN TRAINING?
 Development of knowledge and skills needed for starting up the new business
(individual handcraft enterprise)
 Development of skills and experience that will help the participants better perceive of
responsible positions and to be able to function as a specialist in his/her occupational
area

FOR WHICH RESULTS MASTER CRAFTSMAN TRAINING?
 Providing graduates the right skills, adequate to labour market needs
 Promoting individual handcraft enterprises
 Page
Reducing
youth unemployment
5

WHAT? – THE THEMATIC SCOPE OF THE COURSE
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To be an employee or entrepreneur – two ways,
different challenges

How to start up the business?

Methods of business analysis: internal and
external

Financing the start-ups – external sources of
finances
Management
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KNOWLEDGE AND
SKILLS NEEDED FOR
STARTING UP THE
NEW BUSINESS
(INDIVIDUAL
HANDCRAFT
ENTERPRISE)

SKILLS AND
EXPERIENCE THAT
WILL HELP THE
PARTICIPANTS BETTER
PERCEIVE OF
RESPONSIBLE
POSITIONS AND TO BE
ABLE TO FUNCTION AS
A SPECIALIST IN
HIS/HER
OCCUPATIONAL AREA

TO BE AN EMPLOYEE OR ENTREPRENEUR
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Who am I? – The personality’s types
Practical: practical, conventional in attitudes, stable, responsible, concrete, assertive,
physically active, frank & conforming
Investigative/technical: precise, cautious, methodical, task-orientated, introspective,
systematic, rational and intellectual
Artistic: original, independent, complicated, non-conforming, idealistic, self-sufficient,
avoiding structure, liberal in attitude.
Social: trustworthy, helpful, friendly, persuasive, idealistic, expressive of feelings, caring,
kind, sociable, understanding, skilful in terms of leadership ability
Enterprising: energetic, sociable assertive, persuasive, materialistic, challenge–seeking,
self-confident, adventurous, progressive and risk-taking. They also see themselves as
verbally skilful in leading others.
Administrative: to be neat, conscientious, non-flexible, shy, practical, self-controlled,
conforming and effective in well structured activities

Assessment assistance (tools and methods) helps to define the personality type and
the most suitable career path.
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1. SIXTEEN PERSONALITIES TEST TOOL
https://www.16personalities.com/free-personality-test
2. MYERS-BRIGG TYPE INDICATOR

Page
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http://www.myersbriggs.org/my-mbti-personality-type/mbti-basics/

Analysis of strenghts and weaknesses
A man must be big enough to admit his mistakes, smart enough to profit
from them, and strong enough to correct them.
J.C. Maxwell
Questions worth to be asked:
• Which of my characters are my
strengths?
• What can I make better then the
others?
• Which of my characters are
appreciated by my family and friends?
• What are my interests?
• Do I have any passion? What is it?
• Do I recognize any disadvantages in
myself?
• What do I do worse then the others?
Do I know why?
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It helps to develop the strengths and
overcome the weaknesses
It helps to evaluate the occupational
predispositions
It helps to make the decision on
what career path to choose
It helps to keep job satisfaction

Entrepreneurial personality versus entrepreneurs’
traits
• Persistent

• Risk takers

• Self employed parents

• Creative

• Take responsibility for

• Firstborns

• Responsible
• Inquisitive
• Goal-Oriented
• Independent
• Self-Demanding

own actions
• Feel competent and
capable

enjoy working toward

• Restless

them

• Enthusiastic
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• Well educated

• Set high goals and

• Self-Confident
• Action-Oriented

• Between 30-50 years old

MOTIVATION

Characteristics of entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs are Made, Not Born: the role of family and education

Key personal
attributes

Strong managerial
competencies

Good technical skills
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Need for Achievement – a person’s desire either for
excellence or to succeed in competitive situations
Desire for Independence - entrepreneurs seek independence
from others as a result, they generally aren’t motivated to
perform well in large, bureaucratic organizations,
entrepreneurs have internal drive, are confident in their own
abilities, and possess a great deal of self-respect
Planning and managing
Team building and team working
Financial managing skills

Many entrepreneurs demonstrate strong technical skills, typically
bringing some related experience to their business ventures
NOT ALWAYS NECESSARY

Employee or entrepreneur (self-employed)
PROS

Being an employee

Lower responsibility
Fewer obligations
Wages
Working time

Everything in „your hands”
Self-reliance
Being an entrepreneur Flexibility
(self-employed)
Self-realization (dreams can
come true)

CON
Not much depends on you
Your ideas don’t have to
be implemented
A small cog in the
machine
Everything in „your hands”
Responsibility
Working time
Environment changes
Risk
Uncertainty of income

Whenever you see a successful business, someone
once made a courageous decision
P. Drucker
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How to start up the business?
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Different rutes of becoming the entrepreneur

New enterprise – startup

Buyout

Entrepreneur/ small
business ownership

Franchising
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Family business

New enterprise - step by step
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Assess yourself as a potential
business owner
Determine concept feasibility

Define
idea

Gather
information

Assess
feasibility

Re-evaluate

NO
YES

Examine critical issues and make decisions

Resources

Investigate legal considerations
Develop business plan
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Arrange business financing

Business
start
(North Carolina Small Business and
Technology Development Center, 2015)

Legal environment

• Legal forms of entreprises, especially handcraft enterprises (alone or with the
partners)

CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING THE LEGAL FORM

• Permits or licenses (range of activity – e.g. food production, building, safety insurance, sanitary, etc.)
• Contracts (between partners, owner and clients, entrepreneur and employees)
• Zoning laws
• Taxes
• Trade marks (name and logo)
• Patents (products, technologies)
• Copyrights
Page  19

National
specificity and
EU rules

Business plan
What is it?
Business plan - detailed proposal that describes a new business. Prepared
to present to potential investors and lenders.
What are the aims of preparing it?
• To obtain financing (banks and potential lenders require a business plan)
• To help organize and analyze data critical to the new business
• To provide a start-up proposal (provides an outline to follow when starting
the business)
What is the structure of business plan?
Section I: Executive Summary
Section II: Mission, Goals & Objectives
Section III: Background Information
Section IV: Organizational Matters
Section V: The Marketing Plan
Section VI: The Financial Plan
Appendix: Section Action Log, Supporting Documents
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The concept of business – business model
A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers,
and captures value, in economic, social, cultural or other contexts.
The process of business model construction is part of business strategy.
In theory and practice, the term business model is used for a broad range of
informal and formal descriptions to represent core aspects of a business, including
purpose, business process, target customers, offerings, strategies, infrastructure,
organizational structures, sourcing, trading practices, and operational processes
and policies including culture
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Key

Key

Partnerships Activities

Key
Resources
Cost Structures

Value
Customer
Propositions Relationships

Channels

Revenue Streams

(Osterwalder, Pigneur, 2009)

Page
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Customer
Segments

METHODS OF BUSINESS ANALYSIS:
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
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Why do we conduct the analysis?
1. Discovery: Understand and document current business facts (as-is)
2. Assessment: Identify business conditions and possibilities
3. Specification: Define business requirements (to-be)

Strategic analysis is the use of various tools to prepare business
strategies by evaluating the opportunities and challenges faced by the
company as it moves forward. Typically, strategic analysis involves a
review of internal strengths and weaknesses as well as factors in the
external environmental that could affect business.
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Different types of strategic analysis
Methods of strategic
analysis of internal
environment of the
enterprise

• MOST model
• Function and resources matrix

Methods of strategic
analysis of external
environment of the
entreprise

• Model of 5 competitive forces by Porter
• PEST analysis
• The BCG model
• Ansoff’s product/market growth matrix
• 7S McKinsey
• ADL matrix

Methods of strategic
analysis used in the
study of external and
internal environment

• SWOT model
• Benchmarking
• Abel model
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MOST model
M: Mission – is a statement which is used to communicate the purpose of an
organization.
O: Objectives – main objectives, that will help to fulfill the mission. Company’s
objectives should be SMARTER: S — Specific and clear, M — Measurable, A —
Attainable, R — Relevant, T — Time-bound, E — Exciting, R — Recorded
S: Strategies – long-term plan showing, step by step, how the objectives are
planned to be realized.
T: Tactics – everyday activities and tasks, elements of the strategy
Practical remark
Objectives must result the company’s specificity: it’s situation and available resources
(human, financial, physical, informational, technological.) An audit of resources would be likely
to include an evaluation of resources in terms of availability, quantity and quality, extent of
employment, sources, control systems and performance.
Identyfy the core competences of the company.
Build the tree of objectives. It helps to keep their hierarchy and cohesion.
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PEST analysis
PESTLE analysis provides a framework for investigating and analysing the
external environment for an organisation. The framework identifies six key areas
that should be considered when attempting to identify the sources of change.
PEST(political, economic, socio-cultural, technological);
PESTEL(political, economic, socio-cultural, technological, environmental (or
ecological), legal);
PESTLIED(political, economic, socio-cultural,technological, legal, international,
environmental (or ecological), demographic);
STEEPLE(socio-cultural, technological, environmental (orecological), economic,
political, legal, ethical).
Practical remark
PEST analysis results can be used as part of SWOT analysis.
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Porter’s five forces framework
Michael Porter’s “Five Forces of Competition” framework describes how the
structural features of an industry influence the distribution of value created by
firms within that industry
How easy or hard it is for new entrants to
start and compete? Any barriers to their
entry?
How strong is the rivalry
among existing players? Does
only one player dominate?
How strong is the position of the buyers?
Can we sell in large volumes? Do we
need to discount heavily?
How strong is the
position of the
suppliers? Are there
many?

Page
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(Porter, 1980)

How easy or hard it is for a new
product or service to replace what
already exists?
http://www.tutor2u.net/business/reference/porters-model-of-industry-rivalry-five-forces

SWOT analysis
SWOT analysis involves looking at the internal strengths and weaknesses of a
business and external opportunities and threats.
It is used to analyze the possible internal advantages and problems that a business
has, and to determines the external factors of the business which may affect its
strategy.
The purpose of a SWOT analysis is to conduct a general and quick examination of
a business’s current position so that it can help the business to develop or plan a
direction of development or a proper strategy in future.
Uses of SWOT analysis:
 SWOT analysis is an effective way of gathering and classifying information,
illustrating particular matters, and generating strategic planning ideas for a
business.
The result of the analysis may provide a basis on which a more detailed analysis
can be conducted
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SWOT analy sis diagram
St rengt hs

Opport unit ies

• What does your organ isat ion do bett er

• What polit ical, econom ic, social-cul t ural,

than others?
• What are you r unique se lling poin t s?
• What do you competitors and cust o mers
in your market perceive as your
st reng ths?
• What is your organ isat ions co mpet it ive

or t echno logy (PEST) cha nges are taking
place that could be f avourab le to you?
• Whe
, re are t here current ly gaps in the
1m ar ket or unf ulfilled de1m and ?
• What new innovat ion could your
organisat ion bring to the market?

edge?

Weakness

Threats

• What do other organ isat ion s do b ett er

• What polit ical, econom ic, social-cult ural,

t han you?
• What element s of you r business add
litt le or no value?
• What do competit o rs an d cust omers in
your market perceive as your w eakness7
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http://www.marketingteacher.com/swot-analysis/

or t echno logy (PEST) cha nges are taking
place that could be unf avourable to you?
• What restraint s to you face?
• What is your co1m petit ion doing that
cou ld negat ively im pact you?

(Downey, 2007, p. 5)

FINANCING THE START-UPS
– EXTERNAL SOURCES OF FINANCES
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Main questions related to finances for start-up
•
•
•
•

How much finance is required?
When and how long the finance is needed for?
What security (if any) can be provided?
Whether the entrepreneur is prepared to give up some control (ownership) of
the start-up in return for investment?

What does need to be financed?
• Set-up costs (the costs that are incurred before the business starts to trade)
• Starting investment in capacity (the fixed assets that the business needs before
it can begin to trade)
• Working capital (the stocks needed by the business (raw materials + allowance
for amounts that will be owed by customers once sales begin)
• Growth and development (e.g. extra investment in capacity)
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Internal financial sources
• Personal sources (3F: family, frends, fools)
• Retained profits
• Share capital – invested by the founder

External financial sources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bank loan or bank overdraft.
Share capital – outside investors.
Business angels
Venture Capital
Leasing
Factoring
EU funds
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Development phase versus the external
financial sources
R&D

Start-up

Early
Growth

Fast
Growth

Sustain
Growth

National
specificity and
EU rules
Maturity

Founders
Business Angels
Venture Capital
Public Sector
Bank credit
Corporate Venturing
Public Listing/IPO
Private Equity
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MANAGEMENT

Page
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Management – definition and main tasks
Management is the organizational process that includes strategic planning, setting
objectives, managing resources, deploying the human and financial assets needed
to achieve objectives, and measuring results.
Management also includes recording and storing facts and information for later use
or for others within the organization.
Management functions are not limited to managers and supervisors. Every member
of the organization has some management and reporting functions as part of their
job (Knowledge Management Terms, 2009).
The functions of management, are most commonly cited as planning,
organizing leading, and controlling
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Management functions
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(Hissom, 2009)

Management: determinants of manager’s efficiency
Planning

Management roles
1.

Management
Functions

Interpersonal: figurehead,
leader, and liaison

2.

Informational: monitor,
disseminator, and
spokesperson

3.

Decisional: entrepreneur,
disturbance handler,

Controlling

Organizing

Management
Skills

resource allocator and
negotiator

Leading
(Cook, 2006)
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TIME FOR COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS
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Thank you for your attention

Anita Richert-Kaźmierska
Gdansk University of Technology
Faculty of Management and Economics
Narutowicza Street 11/12, 80-233 Gdańsk
Anita.Richert@zie.pg.gda.pl

Author: Anita Richert-Kaźmierska
Module 4. Business & management
Propositions of exercises
Exercise 1. Types of personality: how to find the most suitable career path (60 minutes)
1. Everyone is trying to identify his/herself personality using the Myers-Brigg Type Indicator
– Personality Test (5-8 minutes)
2. In small groups (3-4 persons) participants discus which type of personality is the most/least
appropriate for entrepreneur/employee. Then they fulfill the template 1 (12-15 minutes)
3. In small groups (3-4 persons) participants discus the pros and cons of being
entrepreneur/employee. Then they fulfill the template 2 (12-15 minutes)
Exercise should be realized before slide no.13 from the presentation
4. The results of group work is presented by each of the group on the forum and commented
by the rest of participants and the trainer (20-30 minutes)
Template 1. What should be the personality of entrepreneur/employee?
Entrepreneur

Employee

Characters
Skills
Attitudes
Motivations
Template 2. Pros and cons of being the entrepreneur/employee
Pros

Cons

Employee
Entrepreneur
Required materials
 copies of materials presenting Myers-Brigg Type Indicator – Personality Test for
every participant (document enclosed as Myers-Brigg Test)
 copies of Template 1 (A4 format) for each small group
 copies of Template 2 (A4 format) for each small group
 pencils/markers

 white sheets for notes
Exercise 2. Business planning: the SMART aims, the tree of aims and elements of
strategic analysis (100 minutes)
Work in small groups (3-4 persons) on case study
1. Each group choose the micro/small company (craft company) for which the further
exercises will be conducted (5-6 minutes)
2. For the chosen company at least 5 strategic aims should be defined – remembering about
SMART rules. The group writes down the aims and explains how far they meet the SMART
rules (15-20 minutes)
3. The groups design the aims trees. Each of the strategic aims (from the previous exercise)
should be written out on at least 3 aims of lower level (operating). To each of the operating
aim, the groups should plan at least 5 tasks necessary for the implementation. Example of the
tree construction as shown below (20-30 minutes)
STRATEGIC
LEVEL

AIM 1

AIM 2

AIM 3

AIM 4

AIM 5

AIM 1.1
OPERATION
LEVEL

AIM 1.2
AIM 1.3
TASK 1.3.1
TASK 1.3.2.
TASK 1.3.3
TASK 1.3.4
TASK 1.3.5

4. The results of group work is presented by each of the group on the forum and commented
by the rest of participants and the trainer (20-30 minutes)

Required materials
 supporting materials: notes concerning SMART rules and rules of aims tree building
 white sheets A2 or A1 for drawing the aims tree – one for each small group
 pencils/markers
 white sheets for notes
5. For the same company as in previous exercise, the small groups prepare (in short version)
the SWOT analysis (30-40 minutes)
Participants (in working groups) discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the company as well
as treats and opportunities in its environment.
For ordering the discussion and collecting the important data participant use the template as
below.
Template 3. SWOT analysis structure
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Market
knowledge/relations
Personnel
Finances
Structure
Experience
Others…
Economic
Social
Political/legal
Technological
Others…
4. The results of group work is presented by each of the group on the forum and commented
by the rest of participants and the trainer (20-30 minutes)
Required materials
 copies of Template 3 (A3 format) for each small group
 pencils/markers
 white sheets for notes

Exercise 3. Management: how to motivate the employees (50 minutes)
Work in small groups (3-4 persons) on case study
1. Each group choose the micro/small company (craft company) for which the further
exercises will be conducted (5-6 minutes)
2. In small groups participants discus about motivation factors – in reference to the chosen
company context. They can structure the discussion using the template as below (10-15
minutes)
Template 4. What does motivate people in the workplace?
Motivation
External
Internal
Identified

Behavior sustained by:

Example

3. Working groups design the proposition of motivation toolbox for the different employees
groups in the chosen company: white collars and blue collars. They can use the template as
below (20-30 minutes)
Template 5. Motivation toolbox: differences between white collars and blue collars
White collars
Financial tools
Non-financial tools

Blue collars
Financial tools
Non-financial tools

4. The results of group work is presented by each of the group on the forum and commented
by the rest of participants and the trainer (20-30 minutes)
Required materials
 supporting materials: theories of motivation, needs as the main driver for motivation,
financial and non-financial motivation tools
 copies of Template 4 (A4 format) for each small group
 copies of Template 5 (A4 format) for each small group
 pencils/markers
 white sheets for notes

Books
Dubrin

A.

J.,

Essencials

of

management,

Cengage

Learning

2010,

http://www.kvimis.co.in/sites/kvimis.co.in/files/ebook_attachments/Andrew%20J%20DuBrin
%20Essentials%20of%20Management.pdf
Cadden

D.,

Lueder

S.,

Modern

management

of

small

businesses,

2012,

http://2012books.lardbucket.org/pdfs/modern-management-of-small-businesses.pdf
Cases and references
https://www.bsigroup.com/Documents/standards/smes/bsi-small-business-guide-to-standardsen-gb.pdf
http://www.wiley.com/legacy/Australia/PageProofs/BUS_MAN/1_2/c01IntroducingBusines_
uncorrected_WEB.pdf

Vocational pedagogics
Sławomir Stąsiek
.

Vocational pedagogics

What is the essence of the vocational education?
Vocational training is a flagship area of educational activities of the
Union, supported by the recognition of diplomas, the movement of
workers and the creation of new jobs (Integrated Qualification System
exists in Poland from 15 July 2016).

Vocational pedagogics
What are the tasks of vocational schools?
Vocational school needs to prepare its graduates so that they
were able to meet the new challenges in the labor market. Of course,
they must be equipped with a robust and flexible qualifications. In
addition, in vocational schools the contents of vocational education
and general education must be logically and convincingly linked.

Vocational pedagogics
Trends in the vocational training expressed by phenomena and
processes, such as:
•

•

•

•

•

•

close relationship between general and vocational education
ensuring the high quality of education,
learning foreign languages,
developing active learning methods,
increasing the flexibility of education through lifelong learning,
individualization of the learning process.

Vocational pedagogics

From the Polish experience: current programs of education, training
and professional development are generally flexible enough to keep
pace with technological changes and organizational work environment.
For this reason, an important part of school education is to adapt the
learning process to these changes. A curriculum need to constantly
monitor - the content of education adapted to the expectations of the
labor market.

Vocational pedagogics

In Poland, core curriculum for vocational education, as well as core
curriculum for general education are formulated in the form of learning
outcomes. Only this approach allows to compare the knowledge of
graduates to the European Qualifications Framework. Joint
implementation of two bases: general education and vocational
education facilitates symmetrical structure, engaging learning
outcomes in language requirements. In both distinguished two types of
requirements: general and specific.

Vocational pedagogics
How schools will implement the curriculum for vocational education
depends on their innovativeness and creativity and degree of
employers involvement in the education process. It should be
emphasized that the core curriculum for vocational education,
describes separate qualifications, which are at the same time standard
examination requirements. Developed in school curricula for vocational
occupations can take the following content layout:

Vocational pedagogics
the subject layout - theoretical vocational subjects corresponding to
specific fields of knowledge (e.g. mechanics, electronics, machinery
and equipment) and the practical teaching profession are distinguished
In these programs, there is a clear division between theoretical and
practical training.
the modular layout - separated modules integrate theory and practice
of various disciplines and fields of technology.

Vocational pedagogics
Model and functions of teacher:
The priority of the educational policy in the EU is creating a new model
of teacher. It should have a university degree, be able to learn
"innovative" and at the same time be able to implement this skill to
their students. The teacher should also have educational and
coordinating functions, have a passion for their work and constantly
improve their professional skills.
The main functions of the teacher have constantly changed. What is
the scope and dimension of these changes? The five main functions of
teachers are:

Vocational pedagogics

teacher - educator - the conditions creation to engender the curiosity,
open minds for learning in an unfamiliar, surprising the world, to build
the authority of an expert-master in the profession, to develop
entrepreneurship.
Preparing graduates for variable conditions of labor market.

Pedagogika zawodowa.

teaching teacher – can teach and work effectively. The development of
the information society changes the function of the teacher. The
teacher should be interdisciplinary, teaches many subjects using
modern techniques and technologies. The teacher should be like guide
in environment, where new technologies can help, but they can not
replace the teacher.

Vocational pedagogics

teacher - tutor - cares about the student, sensitive to injustice, helps in
difficult situations, seek social assistance to students. The large
responsibility of the teacher -to protect against accidents, threats.

Vocational pedagogics

teacher researcher - diagnose their own teaching and education
activities. It is important in the context of external examination
confirming vocational qualifications of teachers.

Vocational pedagogics

innovative teacher - the introduction of new and better organizational,
technical and technological solutions, proper selection of content and
methods of education.

Vocational pedagogics

What methods of training in vocational teaching should be used?

Vocational pedagogics
Active teaching methods.
The most effective in vocational training is the cooperation between
the student and the teacher. The solution of the problem by learners
should be implemented in the following phases:
• the creation of the problem situation,
• the production ideas solutions
• the verification of solution.

Vocational pedagogics

The most important training methods may include activating methods.
The course, which is conducted with the use of activating teaching
methods should meet two basic conditions:
• the learner is placed in a problematic situation,
• the learner activity is greater than the activity of the teacher.

Vocational pedagogics

• Activating methods, particularly useful in the process of vocational
training are: situational, projects, guiding text, brainstorming, games
and situational decision-making, multiple discussion.
•Changing role of the teacher - activating methods force for the
preparation and organization of exercises.
•The teacher acts as a counsellor, a partner who organizes and
conducts the teaching process and provides feedback on the progress
of the learner.

Vocational pedagogics

You are a teacher in a vocational school - you learn students in the
profession „salesman” in a modular system. You learn now the module
under the name "preparation of goods for sale - the presentation of
goods in the sales room and shop window."

Vocational pedagogics

Thank you for your attention



The vocational pedagogy - exercises
To do well exercises, the trainer should read the book "How to teach vocational education: a
theory of vocational pedagogy"
http://www.winchester.ac.uk/aboutus/lifelonglearning/CentreforRealWorldLearning/Documen
ts/How-to-teach-vocational
education%20Bill%20Lucas%20Ellen%20Spencer%20and%20Guy%20Claxton.pdf
Exercise 1
In a small group (4-5 people), the participants try to put the six outcomes of vocational pedagogy
(in the template 1), taking as the example "the plumber ﬁxing a boiler". Time: 20 minutes. The
results of each group is presented on the forum and discus by the other participants plus trainer .
Time of discussions(20 minutes)
Template 1.
Routine expertise (being skilful).
Resourcefulness (stopping to think to deal
with the non-routine).
Functional literacies (communication, and the
functional skills of literacy, numeracy, and
ICT).
Craftmanship (vocational sensibility;
aspiration to do a good job; pride in a job
well done)
Business-like attitudes (commercial or
entrepreneurial sense – ﬁnancial or social).
Wider skills for growth (for employability and
lifelong learning).
The example of the exercises 1solution.
Routine expertise (being skilful).

Resourcefulness (stopping to think to deal
with the non-routine).

Common gas boiler requires annual service.
Plumber is familiar with the make and model
and runs through a routine process
of checks to ensure the boiler is safe and
working properly.
Gas boiler is cutting out within minutes of
igniting, and requires repair. Having tried the
most obvious solution, which
has not resolved the fault, plumber considers
alternative causes and – after some deliberation
– investigates a blockage in the pipe that is
causing water to overheat and affect the

Functional literacies (communication, and the
functional skills of literacy, numeracy, and
ICT).

Craftmanship (vocational sensibility;
aspiration to do a good job; pride in a job
well done)

thermostat.
Client shows interest, questioning progress of
repair and likely cause and solution.
Plumber is required to summarize actions on
work log for client and ofﬁce. Plumber adjusts
their use
of technical language to accommodate the
experience and apparent comprehension of the
client.
Plumber summarizes the problem and actions
taken in a way that will make sense to the
client, administrative colleagues and boss.
Plumber notices a separate problem in client’s
house. Noticing a problem with
a sink blockage, plumber offers to carry out a
simple maintenance operation. Although
additional time is incurred, plumber carries out
this job because s/he likes to see plumbing in
good working order.

Business-like attitudes (commercial or
entrepreneurial sense – ﬁnancial or social).

Client is experiencing repeated problem.
Plumber recognises that the client has called
him out for this problem before. S/he returns
at short notice for a free-of-charge assessment
to minimise potential for complaint, and to
ensure ongoing relationship with the client.

Wider skills for growth (for employability and
lifelong learning).

The problem with the boiler is initially tricky to
solve. Plumber has developed resilience and
determination over time, refusing to give up.
When in doubt s/he
uses his/her resourcefulness and consults
more experienced colleagues.

Exercise 2
The vocational education needs to be taught in the context of practical problem-solving, and that
high-quality vocational education almost always involves a blend of methods – something which
is broadly hands-on, practical, experiential, real-world as well as and often at the same time as
something which involves feedback and reﬂection. In a small group (3-4 people), the participants
try to propose the learning methods to each of six outcomes of vocational pedagogy (in the
template 2), taking into the account the issues in template 2 .Time: 20 minutes. The results of each

group is presented on the forum and discus by the other participants
plus trainer. Time of discussions (20 minutes)
Template 2
Vocational
education
outcomes
Functional
literacies

Issues to consider when choosing
learning methods

Business-like
attitudes

As with craftsmanship, this is largely
about mindset, though it is perhaps easier
to describe, involving as it does, explicit
connections to customers/clients/service
user; markets and competitors; cost,
income and proﬁt; ﬁnancial and other
accountabilities. There are also aspects of
social responsibility and ethical behaviour
which are important.

Wider skills for
growth

Employers broadly agree that in addition
to the skills of their speciﬁc vocational
area, wider skills, sometimes referred to as
21st century skills are essential.

While practical learning experiences are
essential, it is not possible to expose some
clients (children, older people being cared
for, hairdressing clients for example) to
vocational learners until learners have
reached a certain standard. In some cases
it may never be possible (where a client
could be
adversely
affected
by
a novice or inexperienced approach)

With the pressure of assessment it is
important not to allow this critical
outcome of vocational education to be
squeezed out.
The more wider skills can be embedded in
the teaching of the vocational education
the better. But this requires them to be
named
explicitly,
so
a group of, for example, performing arts
students will be learning about an aspect
of theatre craft and at the same time
explicitly be taught about the different
collaboration skills which need to

Propose the methods

be present in an effective team.
Routine expertise Acquiring routine expertise requires time
on task and this alone is an important
reason for providing vocational learners
with lots of ‘hands on’ opportunities.
Being told ‘how to’ is no substitute for
trying it out.
Resourcefulness

To be able to deal with the non-routine
requires practice in different contexts
where the situation or the resources
available are novel couples with a deep
understanding of the processes of
the vocational education in which the
learner is engaged.

Craftsmanship

This is a sometimes neglected area
of vocational education and the one which
can all too easily fall through the cracks of
competence-based approaches. It calls for
the speciﬁc description of certain habits of
mind
– pride, a determination to strive for
perfection and constant self-critique.

Example how to do exercise 2.
Vocational
education
outcomes
Functional
literacies

Business-like
attitudes

The methods
Whichever approach is adopted there is a need to map functional literacies
against speciﬁc vocational areas or categories more precisely so that
whoever teaches them it is more likely that learners will be engaged.If such
functional skills were not acquired ﬁrst time round (at school) then
methods chosen will need to be innovative, especially engaging, and able to
boost
conﬁdence
by
requiring
only
small
progress
to
trigger
a noticeable reward.
Not connected to speciﬁc methods, it is important to use a vocabulary and
language from the target vocation as well as the routines, processes and
cultural expectations it brings. Methods which are more authentic will be
important, although this needs to be balanced by explicit learning about the

needs of the chosen ‘business’.
Wider skills for
Whichever methods are being used it is helpful if a common language is
growth
developed, one which works in the speciﬁc vocational context. Extensive
practice in different contexts will be important too.
Routine expertise Watching, imitating, extensive practising, talking things through with peers,
giving and receiving feedback, reﬂective feedback, using VLEs are all
examples of effective methods.
Resourcefulness Whichever method is selected, it is important that both the processes of
the speciﬁc vocation and the more general learning processes are made
explicit. This requires the teacher constantly describing what is going on
when they are modelling a skill, regularly giving feedback to learners as to
what they seem to be doing and encouraging a culture in which learners
feel free to critique each other’s work. Learning through simulations and
scenarios
can
be
helpful
as is enquiry-based and real-world problem-solving approaches. Prompt
sheets generated by learners can be useful in suggesting lines of enquiry
which they can pursue when they get stuck. Such lists would include two
lines of self-support:
1. thinking through where they may have encountered a similar situation

before, and

2. scanning their environment for tools which might help or other people

who might be able to help.

Craftsmanship

Encouraging pride and a passion for excellence is rarely the preserve of a
speciﬁc method. Rather it is the result of the role modelling of the teacher
and other learners, their language used, and the culture in which the
vocational education is located.

Exercise 3
You are a teacher in a vocational school - you learn students in the profession „salesman” in a
modular system. You learn now the module under the name "preparation of goods for sale - the
presentation of goods in the sales room and shop window."In a small group (max. 3 people)
define (by filling in the templates 3):
a) what type of (simple) tasks should be prepared for classes
b) under what conditions should be conducted classes
c) the type of teaching materials that can be used in the implementation of the tasks
d) what teaching methods should be applied for the implementation of activities
Time: 20 minutes.
The results of each group is presented on the forum and discus by the other participants plus
trainer . Time of discussions(20 minutes)

Template 3.
Module: Presentation of goods in the sales room and shop window:

Planned tasks:

The conditions under which classes should be conducted:

Teaching materials:

Teaching methods:
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Evaluation report

Introduction
The evaluation refers to training conducted in the modules of the Master BSR project.
The main goal of this evaluation is to provide "useful feedback" to impove the train the training
Programme and methods.

The ai purpose of trai the trai er is to tra sfer k o ledge, de elop skills a d
competences, build up engaged attitudes among lecturers and teachers who train the
craftsmen and skilled workers to master craftsmen. The target group of trai the trai er
are teachers, and lecturers that train craftsmen and skilled workers for master craftsman. In
the trai the trai er se i ar they should obtain additional competences.
Train the trainers was organized from 14 to 15 of November 2016 by the Partner 6 – Gdańsk
University of Technology. The training was conducted at the university for 12 participants
from Germany, Denmark, Lithuania and Poland.
Train the trainer modules cover content-related issues of master craftsman training as well
as pedagogic ones. Due to the nature of adult learning the content is designed for the use of
participatory methods (involved, active). This method uses various techniques of active
learning e.g. group work, simulation or discussion.
Following modules (compatible to the master training) were introduced as a part of a
training session.
Module I - Presentation of the concept and priorities of the a uniform Master craftsman
training in the BSR/ discussion – 2h15m; Dr Jürgen Hogeforster, Hanse Parlament and Mr
Waldemar Meier, Dresden Chamber of Crafts
Module II - Preparation, Implementation and Follow-Up of trainings- 1,5h; Beata KrawczykBryłka, PhD ; Małgorzata Zię a, PhD Gdańsk U i ersity of Te h ology
Module III - Presentation of priorities and contents of the part III Busi ess a d
Ma age e t of a Master crafts a educatio - 2h; Anita Richert-Kaź ierska, PhD
Gdańsk U i ersity of Te h ology
Module IV - Prese tatio of key poi ts a d co te ts of part IV „Vocatio al pedagogy of a
Master craftsman training – 2h; Sła o ir Stąsiek, Tea hers Co ti ui g Edu atio I stitutio
in Gdansk
Three type of the evaluation sheets was used during the evaluation:
1. for trainees - this sheet has to be completed by evaluator from every trainee; the
close question has been marked in the 1 (very bad) -5 (very good) scale; few
elements (training organization, programme, methods and trainers were evaluated);
in addition – trainees could give their opinion answering to open questions;
2. for trainers - this sheet has to be completed by evaluator from every trainer; the
trainers give their opinion answering to open questions;
3. observation sheet - this observation sheet has to be filled by evaluator for every
session; both trainers and trainees were evaluated.
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Evaluation based on trainees’ a swers
Module I – part I and II Master training
Number of filled sheets: 11
Country:
Denmark - 2
Poland - 3
Germany - 1
Lithuania - 3
no answer - 2
1. Evaluation of the organization and venue of the training
The location of the training venue was suitable
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

0

3

0

4

3

5

8

The training venue was comfortable and conducive to the learning process
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

0

3

2

4

1

5

8

Duration of the training was sufficient
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

0

3

2

4
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4

2

5

6

The quantity of training materials support implementation of planned material
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

0

3

3

4

7

5

1

The quality of training materials support implementation of planned material
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

0

3

2

4

2

5

7

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
•

Group work

What are the areas for improvement?
•

very long lectures, lectures not all to the objectives of the training

2. Training programme and methods evaluation
I received new knowledge and skills that will allow me to develop MASTER BSR project tasks
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

0

3

2
5
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Trai i g

ethods, rhyth

4

5

5

3

a d tea hi g tools helped to a hie e the trai i g ai
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

0

3

2

4

5

5

2

There was appropriate amount of theory
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

0

3

2

4

4

5

4

There was appropriate amount of practice
Mark

Number of
answers

1

2

2

1

3

1

4

4

5

3

The aim of training was achieved
Mark

Number of
answers

6
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1

1

2

0

3

2

4

6

5

2

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
•

The workshop

•

short lectures, group work

What are the areas for improvement?
•
•

There were no tools, only sitting down to hear and one hour to discuss - very less
practice.
Preparation implementation and follow-up the Master training

Overall grade of training (please mark).
1

2

3

4

5

poor

satisfactory

good

very good

excellent

0

1

1

6

2

3. Trainer evaluation
Experience the coach was relevant to the subject of training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

0

3

0

4

2

5

7

The attitude of the coach was friendly, professional and committed
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0
7
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2

0

3

0

4

0

5

9

The way the discussion was organized helped to achieve the aim of the training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

0

3

1

4

3

5

5

The way of the knowledge presentation helped to achieve the aim of the training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

0

3

0

4

5

5

4

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
coach with practical input
What are the areas for improvement?
it is not relevant (trainer assessment) it was only a intro
more practical content of master training
4. Open questions
Which issues discussed at the training should be developed more?
•

Preparation implementation and follow-up the Master training

Which issues discussed during the training were in your opinion not necessary? (You would
not use them in the implementation of project tasks)
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•

Preparation implementation and follow-up the Master training - only one lecturer
with practical of master training and group work/ discussion

What issues should appear in the training, but they were not there?
•

How to find trainers? How finance implementation of training?

Main conclusions for Module I evaluation
Overall, the venue and organization of the training event is evaluated positively.
It seems that participants of the training requested a bit more practice-based approach in
this part. But the training methods and programme received good evaluation.
The trainer gained high scores in terms of provision of training in this particular part.
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Module II – Preparation, Implementation and Follow-up the training
Number of filled sheets: 12
Country:
Denmark - 1
Poland - 3
Germany - 3
Lithuania - 3
no answer – 2
1. Evaluation of the training organization
The location of the training venue was suitable
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

0

4

1

5

7

The training venue was comfortable and conducive to the learning process
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

0

3

2

4

2

5

6

Duration of the training was sufficient
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

1

10
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4

0

5

7

The quantity of training materials support implementation of planned material
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

1

5

5

The quality of training materials support implementation of planned material
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

3

3

0

4

1

5

7

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
•

Group work

•

The first speaker was good!

•

good length of presentation

•

Good overview about education methods/ system in BSR.

What are the areas for improvement?
•

very long lectures, lectures not all to the objectives of the training

•

There was nothing new, we do it already.

•

More role playing, case options for better understanding.

2. Training programme and methods
I received new knowledge and skills that will allow me to develop MASTER BSR project tasks
11
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Mark

Trai i g

ethods, rhyth

Number of
answers

1

1

2

2

3

0

4

3

5

6

a d tea hi g tools helped to a hie e the trai i g ai
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

2

3

0

4

4

5

3

There was appropriate amount of theory
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

3

5

6

There was appropriate amount of practice
Mark

Number of
answers

1

3

2

2

3

3

4

1

12
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5

3

The aim of training was achieved
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

2

3

1

4

2

5

5

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
•

short lectures, group work

•

good overview - target group, reception, didactical

•

a lot of trainings methods was presented

•

Homework tasks were given which will help to reflect on the contents presented
during the training.

What are the areas for improvement?
•

Preparation implementation and follow-up the Master training

•

well, it would be necessary; this all can only give an overview our preconditions to a
training programme setup

•

(a lot of trainings methods was presented) but maybe not enough suggestion which
of them is the most useful for project target group

Overall grade of training (please mark).
1

2

3

4

5

poor

satisfactory

good

very good

excellent

0

2

2

4

3

3. Trainers
Experience the coach was relevant to the subject of training
Mark

Number of
answers
13
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1

2

2

0

3

0

4

1

5

8

The attitude of the coach was friendly, professional and committed
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

0

4

0

5

9

The way the discussion was organized helped to achieve the aim of the training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

1

5

6

The way of the knowledge presentation helped to achieve the aim of the training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

0

4

3

5

6

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
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•

coach with practical input

What are the areas for improvement?
•

more practical content of master training

•

Trainers could focus more on the target group vocational training.

4. Open questions
Which issues discussed at the training should be developed more?
Preparation implementation and follow-up the Master training
•

see above 3

•

I wrote in section 3.

•

Training methods in vocational and further training.

Which issues discussed during the training were in your opinion not necessary? (You would
not use them in the implementation of project tasks)
•

Preparation implementation and follow-up the Master training - only one lecturer
with practical of master training and group work/ discussion

What issues should appear in the training, but they were not there?
•

How to find trainers? How finance implementation of training?

Main conclusions for Module II evaluation
Although the average evaluation of the training venue and the organization of this part is
good, there is a slight need for improvement in terms of duration, location, and training
materials quantity.
It seems that for the programme and methods used in this part, more practice-based tasks
and activities should be implemented. Perhaps that is why not all participants found the aim
of the training as completed.
The overall evaluation of the trainer skills and approach is positive.
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Module III – Business and Management
Number of filled sheets: 12
Country:
Denmark - 1
Poland - 0
Germany - 3
Lithuania - 3
no answer – 4
1. Evaluation of the training organization
The location of the training venue was suitable
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

3

5

5

The training venue was comfortable and conducive to the learning process
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

2

4

1

5

6

Duration of the training was sufficient
Mark

Number of
answers

1

2

2

1

3

1
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4

1

5

6

The quantity of training materials support implementation of planned material
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

0

3

3

4

1

5

5

The quality of training materials support implementation of planned material
Mark

Number of
answers

1

2

2

0

3

3

4

0

5

5

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
•

The best presentation of this day.

•

Positive attitude

What are the areas for improvement?
•

Develop a better balance in favour if existing craft companies.

•

Our all evaluation: too much practical inputs this afternoon

•

more role play, case options

•

Very friendly material, workshop practical

2. Training programme and methods
I received new knowledge and skills that will allow me to develop MASTER BSR project tasks
Mark

Number of
answers
17
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Trai i g

ethods, rhyth

1

2

2

0

3

2

4

3

5

4

a d tea hi g tools helped to a hie e the trai i g ai
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

3

3

2

4

1

5

5

There was appropriate amount of theory
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

2

3

2

4

1

5

5

There was appropriate amount of practice
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

2

3

4

4

1

5

4
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The aim of training was achieved
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

3

3

1

4

2

5

5

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
•

practical examples

•

analyses of our personality; practice put of the staff ourselves

•

All

•

Great presentation: very practical, with the right focus on the main things.

What are the areas for improvement?
•

too much sitting. I miss more value to the Danish way of doing things.

•

even more practical involvement of the auditors

•

(a lot of trainings methods was presented) but maybe not enough suggestion which
of them is the most useful for project target group

Overall grade of training (please mark).
1

2

3

4

5

poor

satisfactory

good

very good

excellent

0

0

1

2

5

3. Trainers
Experience the coach was relevant to the subject of training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

2

2

1

3

0

4

1
19
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5

6

The attitude of the coach was friendly, professional and committed
Mark

Number of
answers

1

2

2

0

3

0

4

1

5

6

The way the discussion was organized helped to achieve the aim of the training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

2

4

1

5

4

The way of the knowledge presentation helped to achieve the aim of the training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

2

3

2

4

1

5

4

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
•

I was supported in the practice that we already experts.

•

complete overview

•

Lecture "Business and Management"

•

Very practical-oriented, well-chosen examples, suitable for the specific target group
of our project.
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Thank you very much for this training! I gained much knowledge not only for
implementing "Master BSR" project tasks, but also for me personally. I'm sure I'll
using it one way or another.
•

relation to practical themes

•

Practical examples

What are the areas for improvement?
•

They had not investigated what kind of audience you should teach.

•

Business and Management not only for start-ups, also for existing enterprises. More
time or a discussion and/ or group work; very long lecture.

•

Not only one-way communication, but involvement and take into account, different
countries with different needs for information

4. Open questions
Which issues discussed at the training should be developed more?
•

It would make more sense that each country could develop their training program
and discussed with other countries how we could streamline the process while still
differentiated each country's education culture.

•

Business and Management for existing enterprises. Low for business; investment
planning, book keeping, steering of enterprises.

•

Business and management - not only for new starter.

Which issues discussed during the training were in your opinion not necessary? (You would
not use them in the implementation of project tasks)
•

It was only the last speaker that made sense, who come with real suggestions on
how it might be approached.

•

too much details/ more overview; the trainers don't need the knowledge about
business detail, the need to know about structure in Poland

What issues should appear in the training, but they were not there?
•
•

We should have spent time developing each and we should have shared our
knowledge and ideas with each other.
Business and Management for existing enterprises.

Main conclusions for Module III evaluation
Although the average evaluation of the training venue and the organization of this part is
good, there is a slight need for improvement in terms of duration, location, and training
materials quantity.
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In their evaluation, participants requested more theory but the amount of practice was
dominantly satisfactory
The trai er s approa h is positively evaluated, however not everyone evaluated the
experience of the trainer as relevant to the training aim. Also, the style of discussion and the
way knowledge was presented does not seem to satisfy everyone equally in terms of the aim
of the training.

Module IV – Vocational pedagogy
Number of filled sheets: 12
Country:
Denmark - 3
Poland - 3
Germany - 1
Lithuania - 2
no answer – 3
1. Evaluation of the training organization
The location of the training venue was suitable
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

0

3

1

4

3

5

7

The training venue was comfortable and conducive to the learning process
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

0

3

2

4

1

5

8
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Duration of the training was sufficient
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

2

4

3

5

4

The quantity of training materials support implementation of planned material
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

1

5

4

The quality of training materials support implementation of planned material
Mark

Number of
answers

1

2

2

1

3

3

4

1

5

4

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
•
•

It was shot entirely basics, we are well-trained teachers know all the teaching
elements, this was waste of time.
enough information (theoretical)

What are the areas for improvement?
•
•

Dialogue. Based on the knowledge and needs an audience.
I wrote yesterday in my evaluation, we create no knowledge by listening, but sharing
experiences and working across the countries.
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•

What is this all about? Relevance to BSR?

•

too long presentation for lecturer and it is difficult to speak and listen so long; not
only

•

The presentation has only text document, there was no structure or any picture
about relations.

2. Training programme and methods
I received new knowledge and skills that will allow me to develop MASTER BSR project tasks
Mark

Trai i g

ethods, rhyth

Number of
answers

1

3

2

3

3

4

4

1

5

1

a d tea hi g tools helped to a hie e the trai i g ai
Mark

Number of
answers

1

4

2

2

3

2

4

4

5

0

There was appropriate amount of theory
Mark

Number of
answers

1

3

2

3

3

3

4

1

5

2

There was appropriate amount of practice
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Mark

Number of
answers

1

4

2

2

3

3

4

3

5

0

The aim of training was achieved
Mark

Number of
answers

1

4

2

4

3

2

4

1

5

1

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
•

See the previous description, I think the same here.

•

The translation was good.

What are the areas for improvement?
•

Nothing new. Sorry. I expected a workshop with focus on the dual system with
emphasis on the create a good learnings environment in the company. Missing
dialogue. Missing something relevant.

•

See the previous description, I think the same here. I have never seen so uninspiring
powerpoints.

•

The training was too theoretical with a too narrow approach.

•

Hard to understand the main aim of part IV.

Overall grade of training (please mark).
1

2

3

4

5

poor

satisfactory

good

very good

excellent

3

2

4

1

0
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3. Trainers
Experience the coach was relevant to the subject of training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

2

2

1

3

3

4

2

5

4

The attitude of the coach was friendly, professional and committed
Mark

Number of
answers

1

0

2

2

3

5

4

3

5

1

The way the discussion was organized helped to achieve the aim of the training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

1

2

1

3

7

4

1

5

0

The way of the knowledge presentation helped to achieve the aim of the training
Mark

Number of
answers

1

4

2

4

3

3
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4

0

5

1

*All answers given by participants for the open questions.
What do you like about the training?
•

Efforts of lecturer to give much as possible knowledge.

•

There was a lot of knowledge by the trainer.

What are the areas for improvement?
•
•
•
•

The presenter did everything the opposite of what he recommended, it is
contradictory and make no sense.
More discussion with audience.
The presentation method without any structure elements/ graphic etc. was not good
way, it doesn't help to understand the system IV in Poland.
Information specific educational system in Poland not in common training in BSR.

4. Open questions
Which issues discussed at the training should be developed more?
•

Long introduction to the Polish system qualification of the teachers in VET.

•

It is important to look at how we can use each other to develop this project across
nations, if we are to improve this project, each in our ministries so we must develop
together.

•

We expected to receive more knowledge directly related to occupational pedagogy
and master craftsman training.

•
•

Different kind of training methods.
Very long lecture, more time for discussion and group work; more content to
vocational training in SMEs. Relation between pedagogical training and business
support.

Which issues discussed during the training were in your opinion not necessary? (You would
not use them in the implementation of project tasks)
•
•

Again, we need to talk, discuss and use each other to develop. Yesterday and today
we just listen to a monolog - it is contrary to our profession.
Hold nothing with lots of words.

What issues should appear in the training, but they were not there?
•

Qualification of the trainers in the company/ dual system. How to motivate them to
create a good learning environment in the company. Trainers should introduce up to
date method and tools - quote from the workshop. But this is also necessary, when
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you train the trainer. Use the audience, make us reflect. Be aware that the
participants are experienced trainers.
•

Workshop, developing between countries, exchange ideas - we are already educated
and have many ears’ e perience in teaching in many different ways, but how we can
learn from each other between the countries - that much more interesting.

•

Content of Master training.

•

Basics of psychology, team building etc.

•

Content, curricula, implementation each/ or part B2 common master training.

Main conclusions for Module IV evaluation
The average evaluation of the training venue and the organization of this part is evaluated
rather well. The participants express the need for a better quality of training materials.
For the programme and methods in this particular module, it seems that participants are
rather unsatisfied. This applies to developing knowledge for the MASTER BSR project, also it
appears that the applied training methods were not satisfactory for everyone regarding the
a hie e e t of the proje t s ai . Participants request for more practice-based approaches.
And for majority the training aim is not met.
The experience and approach of the trainer is rather positively evaluated.
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Evaluation based on feedback from trainers
Was there sufficient time for the training planned? Yes/no? Can you please give any
constructive and helpful comments to make improvements?
1. 45 minutes is the time to pint main issues, not develop any subject deeply
2. yes
3. The time frame could be longer to integrate more practical tasks for participants.
Ho do you e aluate the trainees’ learning, acti ity, participation?
1. They were listening with interest, answering the question asked by trainer.
2. satisfactory
3. Pretty well, taking into account that it was mainly a presentation on my side + handouts
for the participants to fill in at home.
Is there anything else you would like to suggest?
1. The separate module about Y and Z generation should be delivered. The workshop
concerning demand diagnosis and training assessment methods should be also offered for
the participants.
2. This scheme of training coved be implemented beyond employers and recruitment
centers.
3. Longer time to cover these topics + the workshop part.

Evaluation based on training observation
Did the trainer comply with the training topics?
YES
Did the trainer adhere to the schedule?
YES
The variety of the used tools by the trainer? (Power Point/ or other application
presentation, work-sheet, videos etc.)
Module I power point presentation, group work and discussion,
Module II power point presentation, work sheets, Q&A
Module III power point presentation, work - sheets; www - present the useful web pages
Module IV power point presentation, work-sheet
How did the trainer activate the participants?
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Module I it was only ppt presentation without activation of participants; but the group work
was excellent, all participants were very strong engaged
Module II asking within the presentation - feedback from an audience; Q&A; give the
worksheets as the homework
Module III task within the presentation, asking questions
Module IV task realized after lecture
Were the trainees active?
yes
very active during group work
they were discussing/ present the task' result
Other remarks
Module IV (to pp presentation) too much text on slides, should be more scheme, diagrams,
table
Overall grade of session
1

2

3

4

5

poor

satisfactory

good

very good

excellent

0

0

1

2

1
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Conclusions and application notes for future use
Evaluators of the training conclude: many evaluation forms were not complete; open
questions were not answered in many cases; the German participants confused the rating
scale 1 "bad" and grade 5 "excellent" in the evaluation scale (having in mind that in Germany
school grades have the rating exactly the other way around, where grade 1 is an excellent
rating).
Participants were asked to rate certain elements of the training on a scale from excellent,
very good, good, satisfactory to bad. Based on the answers, most of those questioned said
that the training workshop was excellent or very good. The participants also admit that the
content of the workshop is excellent to very good. Of course, some improvements are
necessary, especially:
• further practical tasks should be included in all modules;
• trainers should use more interactive methods;
• the training module for vocational training (module IV) should be further developed
focusing more on Master craftsman training.
Based on the results of the evaluation and conclusions, the training concept has been
revised and supplemented. Also based on the results and experiences from the training for
trainers, the following recommendations for future implementations can be made:
1. A well-considered preparation of the training is worth a lot. Apart from organisational
aspects such as room, technique, etc., the content, focus and then the didactic
methods of the training should be well considered. For this, it is well suited to know
the target group well or to learn as much as possible about them before training. The
answers of the questions which come thematically from each of the 4 modules, could
facilitate the focus setting in the individual modules: How well known is training in
the dual system for trainers? How familiar is the target group with Master craftsman
training? Are the possible participants fit in didactic methods of learning? Etc.
2. Lecturers should use participants own experiences and facilitate appropriate time to
promoting exchange of experiences by using appropriate interactive methods in the
training, of course, but also to structure the training in such a way that there is
enough time planned, such as coffee breaks or the like, which invite for informal
exchange.
3. In all modules blended type of training should be applied to serve best the target
audience. So, both theory and practical cases and examples should be integrated in
the training program. Especially particularly advantageous and valuable are guest
lecturers, trainers who come from practice.
4. The didactic approach must also be adapted to the content. Interactive learning
methods in trainings are important and necessary, because they promote effective
learning from one another, together and on one's own, but in order to impart new
knowledge, face-to-face teaching is just as important.
5. In order to make the training as appealing, stimulating and interesting as possible, it
is essential to use a variety of teaching methods: mind map, open space, group work,
discussions, fishbowl, role play, etc.
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6. In addition, face-to-face lessons in the form of presentations offer many
opportunities to make them appealing, interesting and stimulating too, for example,
he usi g Po erPoi t: less is ore that ea s ot too full slides with text, better
only a few keywords or even better graphics, pictures, videos.
7. Training materials should be available for participants at the beginning of the training
in printed form or as an online download to take notes during the training, but also
to review shortly before the training for better preparation.
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